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Abstract
We study the physics of flow through porous materials in two different ways: by di-

rectly visualizing flow through a model three-dimensional (3D) porous medium, and by

investigating the deformability of fluid-filled microcapsules having porous shells.

In the first part of this thesis, we develop an experimental approach to directly visu-

alize fluid flow through a 3D porous medium. We use this to investigate drainage, the

displacement of a wetting fluid from a porous medium by a non-wetting fluid, as well as

secondary imbibition, the subsequent displacement of the non-wetting fluid by the wet-

ting fluid. We characterize the intricate morphologies of the non-wetting fluid ganglia left

trapped within the pore space, and show how the ganglia configurations vary with the wet-

ting fluid flow rate. We then visualize the spatial fluctuations in the fluid flow, both for

single- and multi-phase flow. We use our measurements to quantify the strong variability

in the flow velocities, as well as the pore-scale correlations in the flow. Finally, we use our

experimental approach to study the simultaneous flow of botha wetting and a non-wetting

fluid through a porous medium, and elucidate the flow instabilities that arise for sufficiently

large flow rates.

In the second part of this thesis, we study the mechanical properties of porous spherical

microcapsules. We first introduce emulsions, and describe how their rheology depends on

the microscopic interactions between the drops comprisingthem. We then study the for-

mation and buckling of one class of microcapsule – nanoparticle-coated emulsion drops.
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Abstract

We also use double emulsions, drops within drops, as templates to form another class of

microcapsule – drops coated with thin, porous, polymer shells. We investigate how, under

sufficient osmotic pressure, these microcapsules buckle, and show how the inhomogeneity

in the shell structure can guide the folding pathway taken bya microcapsule as it buckles.

Finally, we study the expansion and rupture of microcapsules under the influence of elec-

trostatic forces. For both buckling and expansion, we show that the deformation dynamics

can be understood by coupling shell theory with Darcy’s law for flow through the porous

microcapsule shell.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Visualizing flow through a model 3D porous medium

Filtering water, squeezing a wet sponge, and brewing coffeeare all familiar examples

of forcing a fluid through a porous medium. This process is also crucial to many tech-

nological applications, including geological flows, the operation of packed bed reactors,

chromatography, fuel cells, chemical release from colloidal capsules, and even nutrient

transport through mammalian tissues [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Such flows, when sufficiently

slow, are typically modeled using Darcy’s law,∆p = µqL/k, whereµ is the fluid dynamic

viscosity andk is the absolute permeability of the porous medium; this law relates the pres-

sure drop∆p across a lengthL of the entire medium to the flow velocityq, averaged over a

sufficiently large length scale. However, while appealing,this simple continuum approach

does not explicitly treat local pore-scale variations in the flow, which may arise as the fluid

navigates the tortuous 3D pore space of the medium. Such flow variations can have signifi-

cant practical consequences; for example, they may result in spatially heterogeneous solute
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Chapter 1: Introduction

transport through a porous medium. This impacts diverse situations ranging from the dry-

ing of building materials [8], to biological flows [6, 9, 7], to geological tracer monitoring

[1]. Moreover, many situations, such as groundwater aquifer remediation, geological CO2

sequestration, oil recovery, and the operation of trickle bed reactors, involve the flows of

multiple immiscible fluids [1]. This imparts further complexity to the flow. For example,

the multi-phase flow can lead to the formation, trapping, or mobilization of discrete gan-

glia of a non-wetting fluid within the porous medium [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].

This phenomenon is particularly relevant to oil recovery, where over 90% of the oil within

a reservoir can remain trapped after primary recovery. Understanding the physics of flow

through a 3D porous medium, on scales ranging from that of an individual pore to the scale

of the entire medium, is therefore both intriguing and important.

Some of this complex flow behavior can be visualized in two-dimensional (2D) mi-

cromodels [14, 19]; however, a complete understanding of the physics underlying the for-

mation and trapping of ganglia requires experimental measurements on 3D porous media

[16, 20, 13, 21]. Optical techniques typically cannot be used to directly image the flow

through such media due to the light scattering caused by the differences in the indices of

refraction between the different fluid phases and the solid material making up the medium

itself. Instead, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [22, 23] and X-ray micro computer to-

mography (X-rayµCT) [24, 25, 26, 27] have been used to visualize either the bulk flow

dynamics, or some pore-scale behavior, within 3D porous media; however, fast visual-

ization, both at pore-scale resolution and over the scale ofthe entire medium, is typically

challenging. While theoretical models and numerical simulations provide crucial additional

insight [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 1, 38, 39, 40], fully describing the disordered

2



Chapter 1: Introduction

structure of the medium can be challenging. Consequently, despite its enormous practical

importance, a complete understanding of flow within a 3D porous medium remains elusive.

In the first part of this thesis, we report an approach to visualize single- and multi-phase

flow through a model 3D porous medium, at scales ranging from that of individual pores

to that of the entire medium. We first describe the experimental approach [Chapter 2].

We use this approach to investigate drainage, the displacement of a wetting fluid from a

porous medium by a non-wetting fluid [Chapter 3], as well as secondary imbibition, the

subsequent displacement of the non-wetting fluid by the wetting fluid [Chapter 4]. We

characterize the intricate morphologies of the non-wetting fluid ganglia left trapped within

the pore space, and show how the ganglia configurations vary with the wetting fluid flow

rate. We then visualize the spatial fluctuations in the fluid flow, both for single- and multi-

phase flow [Chapter 5]. We use our measurements to quantify the strong variability in

the flow velocities, as well as the pore-scale correlations in the flow. Finally, we use our

experimental approach to study the simultaneous flow of botha wetting and a non-wetting

fluid through a porous medium [Chapter 6], and elucidate the flow instabilities that arise

for sufficiently large flow rates.

1.2 Deformations of porous microcapsules

A microcapsule is a micrometer-scale liquid drop surrounded by a solid shell; because

this shell acts as a barrier separating the core from the external environment, microcap-

sules are promising candidates for encapsulating and controllably releasing many impor-

tant active materials. These include surfactants for enhanced oil recovery [41], agricul-

tural chemicals [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47], food additives [48, 49, 50, 51], pharmaceuticals
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Chapter 1: Introduction

[52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61], cosmetic components [62, 63, 64, 65, 66], cells

[67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72], biochemical sensors [73, 74, 75, 76], catalysts for chemical re-

actions [77, 78], restorative agents for self-healing materials [79, 80], inks for carbonless

copy paper [81], and electronic inks [82, 83, 84]. These applications often require mi-

crocapsules to have unique mechanical properties, such as the ability to withstand large

deformations. Thus, studies of the mechanical properties of microcapsules are essential.

Because microcapsule shells are often porous, understanding their deformations requires

an understanding of fluid flow through them.

In the second part of this thesis, we investigate the deformability of fluid-filled spher-

ical microcapsules having porous shells. We first introduceemulsions, and describe how

their rheology depends on the microscopic interactions between the drops comprising them

[Chapter 7]. We then describe the formation and mechanical instabilities of one class of mi-

crocapsule: nanoparticle-coated emulsion drops [Chapter8]. We also describe how double

emulsions, drops within drops, can also be used to template the formation of microcapsules

with precisely-controlled geometries [Chapter 9]. We investigate how, under sufficient os-

motic pressure, these microcapsules buckle [Chapter 10], and show how the inhomogeneity

in the shell structure can guide the folding pathway taken bythe microcapsule as it buck-

les. Finally, we study the expansion and rupture of microcapsules under the influence of

electrostatic forces [Chapter 11]. For both buckling and expansion, we show that the de-

formation dynamics can be understood by coupling shell theory with Darcy’s law for flow

through the porous microcapsule shell.
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Chapter 2

Experimental approach to visualizing

multi-phase flow in a three-dimensional

porous medium

In this Chapter1, we describe the experimental approach by which we visualize single-

and multi-phase flow through a model 3D water-wet porous medium. We match the refrac-

tive indices of the wetting fluid, the non-wetting oil, and the porous medium; this enables

us to directly image the structure of the medium, and the multi-phase flow within it, in 3D

using confocal microscopy.

1Based on “Visualizing multi-phase flow and trapped fluid configurations in a model three-dimensional
porous medium”, A. T. Krummel∗, S. S. Datta∗, S. Munster, and D. A. Weitz,AIChE Journal59, 1022
(2013) *Equal contribution.
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Chapter 2: Experimental approach to visualizing multi-phase flow in a three-dimensional
porous medium

2.1 Preparation of the medium

We prepare rigid 3D porous media by lightly sintering [85] densely-packed hydrophilic

glass beads, with polydispersity≈ 4-6%, in thin-walled rectangular quartz capillaries [schematic

in Figure 2.1]; these have cross-sectional areasA≈ 1 mm×1 mm, 1 mm×3 mm, 2 mm×

2 mm, or 3 mm×3 mm. The beads have average radiusa = 19, 32, 36, 60, or 75µm, and

the packings have lengthsL ∼ 1−30 mm. The media thus have lateral dimensions ranging

from approximately 7 to several hundred beads.

2.2 Formulating refractive index-matched fluids

Scattering of light from the interfaces between the wettingand non-wetting fluids, as

well as from the interfaces between the fluids and the beads, typically precludes direct

observation of the multi-phase flow in 3D. We overcome these limitations by matching

the refractive indices of the wetting fluid, the non-wettingoil, and the beads, enabling full

visualization of the multi-phase flow in 3D [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91].

We formulate two different wetting fluids of differing viscosities: the less viscous is a

mixture of 91.4 wt% dimethyl sulfoxide and 8.6 wt% water, while the more viscous is a

mixture of 82 wt% glycerol, 12 wt% dimethyl sulfoxide, and 6 wt% water. The viscosities

areµw = 2.7 mPa s orµw = 110 mPa s, respectively, as measured using a strain-controlled

rheometer, and the densities areρw ≈ 1.1 g cm−3 or ρw ≈ 1.2 g cm−3, respectively. To

visualize the wetting fluid using confocal microscopy, we add 0.01 vol% fluorescein dye

buffered at pH = 7.2. We formulate another non-wetting fluid comprised of a mixture of

aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbon oils, obtained from Cargille Labs. This fluid is undyed,

6



Chapter 2: Experimental approach to visualizing multi-phase flow in a three-dimensional
porous medium

Figure 2.1:Overview of the experimental approach. (Left) Schematic illustrating the
structure of a typical 3D porous medium and imaging of flow within it using confocal
microscopy. (Top Right) Three optical slices, of thickness2.0 µm and lateral area 912
µm × 912 µm, taken at three different depths within a medium comprisedof beads with
average radiusa = 75 µm. The medium has been saturated with dyed wetting fluid; the
black circles show the beads, while the bright space in between shows the imaged pore
volume. (Bottom Right) 3D reconstruction of a porous mediumcomprised of beads with
average radiusa = 75 µm, with cross-sectional area 910µm × 910µm; the image shows
the reconstruction of a section 350µm high for clarity.

has a viscosityµnw = 16.8 mPa s, and a densityρnw ≈ 0.8 g cm−3. The interfacial tension

between the wetting and non-wetting fluids isγ ≈ 13.0 mN m−1, as measured using a du

Noüy ring; this value is similar to the interfacial tensionbetween crude oil and water [92].

We use confocal microscopy to estimate the three-phase contact angle made between the

wetting fluid and a clean glass slide in the presence of the non-wetting fluid,θ ≈ 5◦.
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Chapter 2: Experimental approach to visualizing multi-phase flow in a three-dimensional
porous medium

2.3 3D visualization using confocal microscopy

We exploit the close match between the refractive indices ofthe fluorescently-dyed

wetting fluid and the glass beads to visualize the structure of the porous medium in 3D.

Prior to each experiment, the porous medium is evacuated under vacuum and saturated with

CO2 gas; this gas is soluble in the wetting fluid, preventing the formation of any trapped gas

bubbles. We then fill the medium with the fluorescently-dyed wetting fluid by imbibition;

a similar approach is used to saturate a rock core prior to core-flood experiments. We use a

confocal microscope to image an optical slice, either 2µm, 7µm, or 11µm thick, spanning

a lateral area of 912µm×912µm within the medium, and identify the glass beads by their

contrast with the dyed wetting fluid, as exemplified by the slices shown in Figure 2.1. To

visualize the pore structure in 3D, we acquire a 3D image stack of multiple slices, each

spaced by several micrometers along thez direction, within the porous medium, as shown

in 2.1. We use these slices to reconstruct the 3D structure ofthe medium [Figure 2.1]. The

packing of the beads is disordered; to quantify the porosity, φ , of this packing, we integrate

the fluorescence intensity over all slices making up a stack.To visualize the pore structure

of the entire medium, we acquire additional stacks, at the samez positions, but at multiple

xy locations spanning the entire width and length of the medium. We findφ = 41±3%

independent of position along the length of the medium, as shown in Figure 2.2; this is

comparable to the porosity of highly porous sandstone [93]. Moreover,φ is similar for

different realizations of a porous medium, as shown by the different symbols in Figure 2;

this illustrates the reproducibility of our protocol.

We repeatedly acquire these image stacks during the multi-phase flow. The non-wetting

oil is undyed; we thus visualize its flow using its additionalcontrast in the measured pore

8



Chapter 2: Experimental approach to visualizing multi-phase flow in a three-dimensional
porous medium

Figure 2.2:Porosity φ of porous media is the same for different positions and realiza-
tions. We findφ = 41±3% at multiple positions along the length of the porous media, and
for different porous media prepared in the same way (different symbols).

volume. Moreover, in some cases, we take movies of multiple optical slices, acquired at

the samexyzposition, with∼ 10 ms time resolution.

2.4 Measurement of permeability

To quantify the bulk transport behavior, we use differential pressure sensors to measure

the pressure drop∆P across a porous medium. We saturate the medium with the wetting

fluid and vary the volumetric flow rateQw over the range∼ 0.2−50 mL h−1; by measur-

ing the proportionate variation in∆P, we determine the single-phase permeability of the

medium,k≡ µw(QwL/A)/∆P; for example, for a medium composed ofa = 19 µm radius

beads in a capillary with cross-sectional areaA = 9 mm2, we measurek = 1.67 µm2. The

permeability of a disordered packing of monodisperse spheres is typically estimated us-

ing the Kozeny-Carman relation,k = 1
45

φ3a2

(1−φ)2 [94]; this yieldsk = 1.59 µm2, in excellent

agreement with our measured value.

9



Chapter 3

Drainage in a three-dimensional porous

medium

One important class of multi-phase flow is drainage, the displacement of a wetting fluid

from a porous medium by an immiscible non-wetting fluid. To displace the wetting fluid

from a pore, the pressure in the non-wetting fluid at the pore entrance must exceed the

pressure in the wetting fluid, as schematized in Figure 3.1; this pressure difference is given

by Pγ ∼ γ/at , whereγ is the interfacial tension between the fluids andat is the radius of the

pore entrance [95, 96, 97]. For a homogeneous porous medium, characterized by pores of

a single average size,Pγ is typically much larger than the viscous pressure associated with

flow into a pore,∼ µnw(Qnw/φA)/at, whereµnw is the viscosity of the non-wetting fluid,

Qnw is the imposed volumetric flow rate of the non-wetting fluid,A is the medium cross-

sectional area, andφ is the medium porosity. Consequently, the flow path taken during

drainage depends primarily on the slight pore-scale variations ofat [98, 99, 100, 101, 102].

However, many porous media are stratified, consisting of parallel strata characterized by

10



Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

Figure 3.1: Schematic showing invasion of a pore by the non-wetting fluid, shown in or-
ange. The pore is initially filled with the wetting fluid, shown in blue. If the non-wetting
fluid pressure is too small, the fluid interface is not sufficiently curved, and the non-wetting
fluid does not invade the pore (left). If the non-wetting fluidexceeds a threshold, the curva-
ture of the fluid interface is sufficient for the non-wetting fluid to invade the pore, displacing
the wetting fluid in the process (right).

different average pore sizes [1, 103, 104]. Such additional variation in the pore structure,

on scales much larger than a single pore, may strongly modifythe flow behavior [105,

106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 101]. Despite its enormous practical importance, a clear

picture of how the subtle interplay between capillary and viscous forces determines the flow

through a 3D stratified porous medium remains elusive. This requires direct visualization

of the multi-phase flow, both at the scale of the individual pores and the overall strata.

Unfortunately, the medium opacity typically precludes such visualization. As a result,

knowledge of how exactly drainage proceeds within a stratified porous medium is missing.

In this Chapter2, we use confocal microscopy to investigate drainage withina 3D porous

medium. We first study drainage within a homogeneous porous medium. We then study

drainage within a heterogeneous porous medium having parallel strata oriented along the

flow direction. For the heterogeneous case, we find that for sufficiently small capillary

2Based on “Drainage in a model stratified porous medium”,S. S. Dattaand D. A. Weitz,EPL 101,
14002 (2013), “Mobilization of a trapped non-wetting fluid from a three-dimensional porous medium”,S. S.
Datta, T. S. Ramakrishnan, and D. A. Weitz, to be submitted (2013),and “Visualizing multi-phase flow and
trapped fluid configurations in a model three-dimensional porous medium”, A. T. Krummel∗, S. S. Datta∗,
S. Munster, and D. A. Weitz,AIChE Journal59, 1022 (2013) *Equal contribution.
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Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

numbers,Ca, the non-wetting fluid flows only through the coarsest stratum of the medium.

By contrast, above a thresholdCa, the non-wetting fluid is also forced laterally into part

of the adjacent, finer strata. By balancing the viscous pressure driving the flow with the

capillary pressure required to invade a pore, we show how both the thresholdCa and the

spatial extent of the invasion depend on the pore sizes, cross-sectional areas, lengths, and

relative positions of the strata. Our results thus help elucidate how the path taken by the

non-wetting fluid is altered by stratification in a 3D porous medium.

3.1 Drainage in a homogeneous porous medium

To mimic the migration of a non-wetting fluid into a homogeneous geological forma-

tion, we first drain a homogeneous 3D porous medium [schematized in Figure 3.2(a)],

initially saturated with the dyed low-viscosity wetting fluid, with the undyed non-wetting

oil at a volumetric flow rateQnw = 1 mL h−1. To quantify the competition between the

viscous and capillary forces at the pore scale, we calculatethe corresponding capillary

number,Ca≡ µnw(Qnw/A)/γ ∼ 4.0×10−5. This definition ofCa frequently occurs in the

literature, and we therefore use it in this and the next Chapter to facilitate comparison be-

tween our results and previous work. However, we note that a more accurate representation

of the viscous force would also incorporate the medium porosity φ : the ratio of the viscous

and capillary pressures then scales asµnw(Qnw/φA)/at
γ/at

= µnw(Qnw/φA)/γ instead. We use

this more accurate definition ofCa in Chapter 6.

ForCa∼ 4.0×10−5, the oil displaces the wetting fluid through a series of intermittent,

abrupt bursts into the pores; this indicates that a threshold capillary pressure difference must

build up in the oil before it can invade a pore [112]. This pressure is given by 2γ cosθ/at ,
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Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

Figure 3.2:Visualizing drainage within a 3D porous medium(a) Schematic of experi-
mental setup. We directly visualize the flow within the medium using confocal microscopy.
The pore space is initially saturated with the fluorescently-dyed wetting fluid, which is dis-
placed by the undyed non-wetting oil. (b) Optical section through part of the medium,
taken as the oil displaces the wetting fluid atQnw = 1 mL h−1. Section is obtained at a
fixed z position, away from the lateral boundaries of the medium. Bright areas show the
pore space, saturated with the fluorescently-dyed wetting fluid, and the black circles show
cross-sections of the beads making up the medium. Additional black areas show the in-
vading oil. The path taken by the oil varies spatially, as seen in the region spanned by the
arrow. (c) Optical section through the same part of the medium, taken after invasion by
≈ 9 pore volumes of the oil. Some wetting fluid remains trapped in the crevices and pores
of the medium, as indicated. (d) Time sequence of zoomed confocal micrographs, with
the pore space subtracted; binary images thus show oil in black as it bursts into the pores.
Time stamp indicates time elapsed after subtracted frame. Upper and lower arrows in the
last frame show wetting fluid trapped in a crevice or in a pore,respectively. Scale bars in
(b-c) and (d) are 500µm and 200µm, respectively. Imposed flow direction in all images
is from left to right.
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Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

Figure 3.3: Pore-scale dynamics of drainage depend strongly onCa. Images show
multiple frames, taken at different times, of a single optical slice. The slice is 11µm thick
and is imaged within a porous medium comprised of beads with average radiusa= 75µm,
with cross-sectional width 3 mm and height 1 mm. The first frame in each sequence shows
the imaged pore space, saturated with dyed wetting fluid; thedark circles are the beads,
while the additional dark areas show the invading undyed oil. The beads, and the saturated
pore space in between them, are subtracted from the subsequent frames in each sequence;
thus, the dark areas in the subsequent frames only show the invading oil. Direction of bulk
oil flow is from left to right. The final frame shows the unchanging steady state. Labels
show time elapsed after first frame. (a) At lowCa= 6×10−5, the oil menisci displace the
wetting fluid through a series of abrupt bursts into the pores, and the invading fluid interface
is ramified over the scale of multiple pores. (b) At highCa= 4×10−3, the oil bursts occur
simultaneously, and the invading fluid interface is more compact over the scale of multiple
pores. In both cases, we observe a∼ 1 µm-thick layer of the wetting fluid coating the bead
surfaces after oil invasion, indicated in the last frame of each sequence. Scale bars are 200
µm.
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Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

whereat ≈ 0.16a is the typical radius of a pore entrance,a is the average bead radius, and

θ is the three-phase contact angle [14, 97, 96, 113, 114]. The bursts are typically only one

pore wide [115], but can span many pores in length along the direction of thelocal flow

[third frame of Figure 3.3(a)]; moreover, the oil remains continually connected during flow.

Because the packing of the beads is disordered,at varies from pore to pore, forcing the path

taken by the invading oil to similarly vary spatially, as exemplified by the optical sections in

Figures 3.2(b, d) and 3.3 [98, 100, 99, 101, 102]. Consequently, the interface between the

oil and the displaced wetting fluid interface is ramified [tipof the arrow in Figure 3.2(b)].

As the oil continues to drain the medium, it eventually fills most of the pore space, as

shown in Figure 3.2(c); however, the smallest pores remain filled with the wetting fluid

[rightmost indicator in Figure 3.2(c) and lower arrow in Figure 3.2(d)]. Thin layers of

the wetting fluid,≈ 1 µm thick, remain trapped in the crevices of the medium, surround-

ing the oil in the pores [shown by the leftmost indicator in Figure 3.2(c), the upper arrow

in Figure 3.2(d), and the indicator in Figure 3.3(a)]; because we use optical imaging, we

can resolve this layer to within hundreds of nanometers. This observation provides di-

rect confirmation of the predictions of a number of theoretical calculations and numerical

simulations [14, 116, 117, 118, 17, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 18, 126].

As the oil bursts into a pore at a speedv, it displaces the wetting fluid, initially con-

tained within the pore, over a lengthl through the porous medium. This length can be

estimated by balancing the threshold capillary pressure, approximately 2γ/at , with the

viscous pressure required to displace the wetting fluid overthe lengthl , approximately

µwφvl/k, whereµw is the viscosity of the wetting fluid andk is the medium permeability;

this yieldsl ≈ (2γk)/µwφvat . Our experimental approach enables us to directly visual-
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Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

ize, and quantify the speed of, individual bursts. For a porous medium witha = 75 µm,

k = 75 µm2, φ = 0.41, and cross-sectional widthw= 3 mm, we measure a maximum burst

speedv≈ 10 mm s−1; this corresponds to wetting fluid flow overl ≈ (2γk)/µwφvat ∼ 10

mm. While the details of this flow are complex, this simple scaling estimate suggests that

the wetting fluid is displaced over a length scale comparableto the width of the porous

medium, spanning many pores in size; this observation is consistent with previous mea-

surements of pressure fluctuations during drainage [127], as well as imaging of drainage

through a monolayer of glass beads [128].

To explore the dependence of the water displacement on flow conditions, we visualize

the drainage for varyingCa. Unlike the lowCa case, the oil bursts are not successive

during drainage at higher values ofCa∼ 10−4−10−2; instead, neighboring bursts occur

simultaneously, typically in the bulk flow direction [Figure 3.3(b)]. As a result, over the

scale of multiple pores, the interface between the invadingoil and the wetting fluid is more

compact; this behavior reflects the increasing contribution of the viscous pressure in the

invading oil at higherCa [98, 129, 128]. As in the lowCacase, we do not observe evidence

for oil pinch off or subsequent reconnection; interestingly, this behavior is in contrast to the

prediction that the oil can be pinched off during drainage [130, 131, 132]. Similar to the

low Cacase, we observe a∼ 1 µm thick layer of the wetting fluid coating the bead surfaces

after oil invasion [18, 15, 133, 17], as indicated in the rightmost panels of Figure 3.3.

3.2 Drainage in a stratified porous medium

To create stratified porous media, we arrange the beads into parallel strata characterized

by different bead sizes and the same lengthL; the interface between the strata runs along
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Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

Figure 3.4:Geometry of a stratified 3D porous medium.(Left) Schematic of a stratified
porous medium, with parallel strata comprised of differently-sized beads. (Right) Optical
section acquired within a porous medium with a coarse and a fine stratum; the pore space
is saturated with the fluorescently-dyed wetting fluid, and the black circles show cross
sections of the beads making up the medium.

the direction of fluid flow. The effect of stratification on theflow behavior is exemplified

by flowing the non-wetting oil through a wetting-fluid saturated porous medium with a

coarse and a fine stratum, comprised of beads with radiusac = 38 µm andaf = 19 µm,

respectively [Figure 3.4]. The medium has lengthL = 4.2 mm and a total cross-sectional

areaA = 1 mm2; the coarse stratum occupies an areaAc = 0.44A. We flow the oil at a

constant rateQnw = 0.2 mL h−1, corresponding to a capillary numberCa = 7.2× 10−5.

Similar to the case discussed in the previous section, the oil invades the medium through

a series of abrupt bursts into the pores, indicating that a threshold capillary pressure must

build up in the oil before it can invade a pore. Interestingly, the oil flowsexclusivelythrough

the coarse stratum, as shown by the optical slice in Figure 3.5(a), over an observation time

of 30 min.
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To further explore the drainage process, we increase the oilflow rate toQnw= 0.3 mL h−1,

corresponding toCa= 1.1×10−4. Surprisingly, in contrast to theCa= 7.2×10−5 case,

the oil invades the fine stratum, although only partially, over a limited distance,L f , from

the inlet, as shown in Figure 3.5(b). After an unchanging steady state is reached, we flow

the oil at even higher flow rates and probe the resulting steady state invasion patterns. Inter-

estingly, the fine stratum remains only partially invaded for the entire range ofCaexplored;

however, we find thatL f increases with increasingCa, as shown in Figure 3.5(b-c). This

observation contradicts the idea that the fine stratum is completely impervious to the oil

[134].

To quantify the partial oil invasion into the fine stratum, weintegrate the fluorescence

intensity in the fine stratum along both they andz directions, for each positionx. Two

examples, corresponding to the invasion patterns shown in Figure 3.5(b) and (c), are shown

by the upper and lower traces in Figure 3.5(d), respectively. To determine the distance

invaded by the oil into the fine stratum,L f , we apply a low-pass filter to these data and

determine the distance from the inlet to the inflection pointof each filtered curve [points in

Figure 3.5(d)]. Consistent with the optical slices shown inFigure 3.5(b-c), we find thatL f

increases steadily with increasingCa, as shown in the inset to Figure 3.8.

To understand this complex flow behavior, we analyze the distribution of pressures in

the oil as it displaces the wetting fluid. For the oil to invadea pore formed by beads of radius

a, the capillary pressure at the oil-wetting fluid interface must exceedPγ = 2γ cosθ/at ,

whereat ≈ 0.16a [96, 97, 135, 136]. The capillary pressure required to invade a pore of the

coarse stratum,Pγ ,c ∼ 1/ac, is thus smaller than that required to invade a pore of the fine

stratum,Pγ , f ∼ 1/af ; consequently, we expect the coarse stratum to be drained first. This
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Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

Figure 3.5:Optical sections through an entire porous medium with a coarse and a fine
stratum, obtained after flow has reached an unchanging steady state. Imposed flow
direction is from left to right. (a) Oil flows exclusively through the coarse stratum forCa=
7.2×10−5; (b-c) oil also invades part of the fine stratum, up to a lengthL f from the inlet,
for Ca= 1.1×10−4 and 4.1×10−4, respectively. The pore space is initially saturated with
the fluorescently-dyed wetting fluid; black circles are the beads comprising the medium,
while additional black fluid is the invading oil. Inlet is at positionx = 0.(d) Fluorescence
intensity in the fine stratum, integrated alongy andz, as it varies withx for Ca= 1.1×10−4

and 4.1×10−4 as shown by the top and bottom traces, respectively. Smooth curves show
filtered data, and arrows show distance invaded by the oilL f , determined from the inflection
points of the curves. The two traces, and corresponding curves, are vertically shifted for
clarity.
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expectation is in direct agreement with the observed drainage behavior, shown in Figure

3.5(a).

An additional viscous pressure,Pv, drives the continued flow of oil through the coarse

stratum; we use Darcy’s law to estimate this asPv(x) = µo(Q/Ac)(L−x)/kc. We estimate

the permeability of the coarse stratum to the oil,kc, using the Kozeny-Carman relation

kc ≈ κ
45

φ3

(1−φ)2 a2
c [94]; the relative permeabilityκ quantifies the permeability reduction re-

sulting from trapping of the wetting fluid within the crevices of the medium, as visible in

Figure 3.5(a). We independently measureκ ≈ 0.16 using a homogeneous porous medium

constructed and drained in a manner similar to the experiments reported here.

We hypothesize that the oil begins to invade the fine stratum when the flow rate is

sufficiently large for the viscous pressure at the inlet,Pv(0), to balance the capillary pressure

required to invade a pore of the fine stratumPγ , f . In non-dimensional form, this criterion is

Ca≈Ca∗ ≡ 2accosθ
0.16af

ac

L
κ
45

φ3

(1−φ)2

Ac

A
(3.1)

We therefore expect drainage through only the coarse stratum for Ca< Ca∗; for Ca above

this threshold, the oil can also begin to invade the adjacentfine stratum, in agreement

with our observations [Figure 3.5(a-c)]. To test this prediction quantitatively, we repeat

the experiments on many different stratified porous media, varying the bead sizesac and

af , medium lengthL, and the cross-sectional areasA andAc; this enables us to varyCa∗

over one order of magnitude,Ca∗ ∼ 10−5−10−4. For all of the media tested, we observe

exclusive drainage through the coarse stratum below a threshold value ofCa, while above

this threshold, the oil also begins to invade the adjacent fine stratum, as shown by the open

and filled symbols in Figure 3.6, respectively. We find that the threshold for invasion into
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Chapter 3: Drainage in a three-dimensional porous medium

Figure 3.6:For sufficiently small Ca, oil does not invade into fine stratum (open sym-
bols), while for sufficiently largeCa, oil partially invades the fine stratum as well (filled
symbols).Data are shown for different porous media, with different cross-sectional areas,
lengths, and bead sizes; these are thus characterized by different values ofCa∗, defined in
Equation 3.1. The threshold for invasion into the fine stratum is approximatelyCa= 1.4Ca∗

(dashed line).
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Figure 3.7:Time sequence of confocal micrographs, taken atCa> Ca∗, showing flow
of oil (black) from the coarse stratum laterally into the fine stratum, indicated by
arrows in first panel. The flow is characterized byCa= 4.7×10−4 andCa∗ = 3.8×10−5.
Imposed flow direction is from left to right.

the fine stratum is given byCa≈ 1.4Ca∗ over a broad range ofCa∗ [Figure 3.6, dashed

line], in close agreement with our prediction [Equation 3.1].

Within this picture, for sufficiently largeCa, oil is forced into the fine stratum not only

from the inlet, but also laterally, from the adjacent coarsestratum [137, 138, 139]. By

directly visualizing the drainage dynamics atCa > Ca∗, we confirm this lateral flow, as

indicated by the arrows in Figure 3.7. We therefore expect that the oil invades the fine

stratum for allx≤ L f , wherePv exceedsPγ , f . Balancing these pressures yields

L f /L = 1−Ca∗/Ca (3.2)

We test this prediction by measuring the variation ofL f with Ca for the different stratified

porous media, characterized byCa∗ ∼ 10−5−10−4. For all of the experiments, we find that

L f /L increases with increasingCa [inset to Figure 3.8], consistent with our expectation.

Moreover, the data for different porous media collapse whenCa is rescaled byCa∗, as

shown in Figure 3.8, in agreement with Equation 3.2. The findings presented in Figure 3.6

suggest thatCa∗ should be replaced by 1.4Ca∗ in Equation 3.2; this yields an excellent fit
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Figure 3.8: Geometry of invasion. (Inset) Distance invadedinto the fine stratum,L f , in-
creases with increasingCa; different symbols represent different media characterized by
different values ofCa∗. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3.L is the length of the medium.
(Main panel) Data collapse whenCa is rescaled byCa∗, and agree well with the theoretical
predictionL f /L = 1−1.4Ca∗/Ca (dashed line).

to the data, as shown by the dashed line in Figure 3.8. Our model thus captures both the

onset and the spatial extent of oil invasion into the fine stratum.

To test the generality of our results, we also study media with three different strata: a

coarse stratum, comprised of beads with radiusac = 75µm, a fine stratum, comprised of

beads with radiusaf = 19µm, and an intermediate stratum separating the two, comprised of

beads with radiusam = 38µm. We observe flow behavior similar to the case of two strata:

for Ca= 1.8×10−5 and 4.8×10−5, the oil flows through the entire coarse stratum, and also
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Figure 3.9:Optical section through part of a porous medium with three strata, ob-
tained after the flow has reached an unchanging steady state.Both coarse and inter-
mediate strata are completely invaded by the oil (black), while the fine stratum is only
partially invaded, as indicated by the arrow. Imposed flow direction is from left to right;
Ca= 9.0×10−5. The thresholdCa∗ = 2.4×10−5 and 5.5×10−5 for the intermediate and
fine strata, respectively.

partially invades the intermediate stratum; the spatial extent of this invasion increases with

increasingCa. Moreover, at an even higherCa= 9.6×10−5, the oil also partially invades

the fine stratum. The partial invasion into the intermediatestratum requires the lateral flow

of oil from the coarse stratum; we thus expect that, if the positions of the intermediate

and fine strata are switched, the intermediate stratum becomescompletely, not partially,

invaded above a thresholdCa. To test this idea, we study a medium with the fine stratum

separating the coarse and the intermediate strata. At aCa= 4.5×10−5, the oil completely

invades both coarse and intermediate strata, in contrast with the previous case, and in direct

agreement with our expectation [top and bottom strata in Figure 3.9]. Moreover, at an even

higherCa = 9.0× 10−5, the oil partially invades the fine stratum [arrow in Figure 3.9],

consistent with the picture presented here. These observations confirm that the flow path

taken by the oil depends not only on the geometry of the individual strata, but also on their

relative positions.
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Using direct visualization by confocal microscopy, we demonstrate how stratification

alters the path taken by a non-wetting fluid as it drains a 3D porous medium. For sufficiently

smallCa, drainage proceeds only through the coarsest stratum of themedium; above a

thresholdCa, the non-wetting fluid is also forced laterally, into part ofthe adjacent, finer

strata. Our results highlight the essential role played by pore-scale capillary forces, which

are frequently neglected from stratum-scale models of flow,in determining this behavior.

Because geological formations are frequently stratified, we expect that our work will be

relevant to a number of important applications, including understanding oil migration [140,

141], preventing groundwater contamination [142, 143], and sub-surface storage of CO2

[144].
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Chapter 4

Imbibition in a three-dimensional

porous medium

The previous Chapter described drainage, the displacementof a wetting fluid from a

porous medium by an immiscible non-wetting fluid. Another important class of multi-

phase flow is imbibition, the displacement of a non-wetting fluid from a porous medium

by an immiscible wetting fluid. When the 3D pore space is highly disordered, the fluid

displacement during imbibition is complex; this can lead tothe formation and trapping of

discrete ganglia of the non-wetting fluid within the porous medium [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, 18]. Some of this trapped non-wetting fluid can become mobilized as the capil-

lary number characterizing the continued flow of the wettingfluid, Ca≡ µw(Qw/A)/γ, is

increased [145, 146, 19, 147, 148, 149]; µw is the viscosity of the wetting fluid,A is the

cross-sectional area of the medium, andγ is the interfacial tension between the two flu-

ids. The pore-scale physics underlying this phenomenon remains intensely debated. Visual

inspection of the exterior of a porous medium, as well as somesimulations, suggest that
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asCa increases, the ganglia are not immediately mobilized; instead, they break up into

smaller ganglia only one pore in size [150, 151]. These then remain trapped within the

medium, becoming mobilized only for largeCa. By contrast, other simulations, as well

as experiments on individual ganglia, suggest that the ganglia do not break up; instead, all

ganglia larger than a threshold size, which decreases with increasingCa, become mobilized

[86, 152, 153, 154]. The differences between these conflicting pictures, suchas the geomet-

rical configurations of the trapped ganglia, can have significant practical consequences: for

example, smaller ganglia present a higher surface area per unit volume, potentially lead-

ing to their enhanced dissolution in the wetting fluid [155, 156]. This behavior impacts

diverse situations ranging from the spreading of contaminants in groundwater aquifers to

the storage of CO2 in brine-filled formations. Elucidating the physics underlying ganglion

trapping and mobilization is thus critically important; however, despite its enormous indus-

trial relevance, a clear understanding of this phenomenon remains lacking. Unfortunately,

systematic experimental investigations of it are challenging, requiring direct measurements

of the pore-scale ganglia configurations within a 3D porous medium, as well as of the bulk

transport through it, over a broad range of flow conditions.

In this Chapter3, we use confocal microscopy to directly visualize the formation and

intricate morphologies of the trapped non-wetting fluid ganglia within a model 3D porous

medium. The ganglia vary widely in their sizes and shapes. Intriguingly, these configura-

tions do not vary for sufficiently smallCa; by contrast, asCa increases above a threshold

value≈ 2×10−4, the largest ganglia start to become mobilized from the medium. Both the

3Based on “Mobilization of a trapped non-wetting fluid from a three-dimensional porous medium”,S. S.
Datta, T. S. Ramakrishnan, and D. A. Weitz, to be submitted (2013) and “Visualizing multi-phase flow and
trapped fluid configurations in a model three-dimensional porous medium”, A. T. Krummel∗, S. S. Datta∗,
S. Munster, and D. A. Weitz,AIChE Journal59, 1022 (2013) *Equal contribution.
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size of the largest trapped ganglion, and the total amount oftrapped non-wetting fluid, de-

crease with increasingCa. We do not observe significant effects of ganglion breakup inour

experiments. By combining our 3D visualization with measurements of the bulk transport

properties of the medium, we show that the variation of the ganglia configurations withCa

can instead be understood using a mean-field model balancingthe viscous forces exerted

on the ganglia with the capillary forces that keep them trapped within the medium.

4.1 Pore-scale dynamics of secondary imbibition

To mimic discontinuous core-flood experiments on reservoirrocks, we first drain a

wetting-fluid saturated 3D porous medium with 15 pore volumes of the non-wetting oil at

a prescribed volumetric flow rateQnw = 1 mL h−1 through the porous medium. We then

flow dyed wetting fluid at a fixed volumetric flow rateQw, as schematized in Figure 4.1; this

process is known as secondary imbibition. To quantify the competition between the viscous

and capillary forces at the pore scale, we calculate the corresponding capillary number,

Ca≡ µw(Qw/A)/γ ∼ 6.4×10−7. This definition ofCa frequently occurs in the literature,

and we therefore use it in this and the previous Chapter to facilitate comparison between

our results and previous work. However, we note that a more accurate representation of

the viscous force would also incorporate the medium porosity φ : the ratio of the viscous

and capillary pressures then scales asµnw(Qnw/φA)/γ instead. We use this more accurate

definition ofCa in Chapter 6.

The presence of the thin layers of the wetting fluid profoundly changes the flow dy-

namics: unlike the case of drainage, discussed in the previous Chapter, the invading fluid

does not simply burst into the pores. Instead, we observe that the wetting fluid first flows
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Figure 4.1: Visualizing secondary imbibition within a 3D porous medium. (a) Schematic
of experimental setup. We directly visualize the flow withinthe medium using confocal
microscopy. The fluorescently-dyed wetting fluid displacesthe undyed non-wetting oil.
(b) Optical section through part of the medium, taken as the wetting fluid displaces the oil
atCa= 6.4×10−7. Section is obtained at the same fixedz position, away from the lateral
boundaries of the medium, as in Figure 3.1(b-c). Bright areas show the fluorescently-
dyed wetting fluid, and the black circles show cross-sections of the beads making up the
medium. Additional black areas show the oil. The wetting fluid first pinches off oil in
crevices throughout the medium, as seen in the region spanned by the double-headed arrow,
and then bursts into the pores of the medium, starting at the inlet, as seen in the region
spanned by the single-headed arrow. Some oil ganglia remaintrapped within the medium,
as indicated. (c-d) Time sequence of zoomed confocal micrographs, with the oil-filled pore
space subtracted; binary images thus show wetting fluid in white as it (c) initially pinches
off oil in the crevices, and then (d) invades the pores. Time stamps indicate time elapsed
after subtracted frame. Last frame shows unchanging steadystate; arrow indicates a trapped
oil ganglion. Scale bars in (b) and (c-d) are 500µm and 200µm, respectively. Imposed
flow direction in all images is from left to right.
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Figure 4.2:Pore-scale dynamics of secondary imbibition depend strongly on Ca. Im-
ages show multiple frames, taken at different times after drainage, of a single optical slice.
The slice is 11µm thick and is imaged within a porous medium comprised of beads with
average radiusa = 75 µm, with cross-sectional width 3 mm and height 1 mm. The bright
areas show the dyed wetting fluid; the dark circles are the beads, while the additional dark
areas are the undyed oil being displaced from the pore volume. Direction of bulk wetting
fluid flow is from left to right. The final frame shows the unchanging steady state. Labels
show time elapsed after first frame. (a) At lowCa= 7×10−6, the wetting fluid pinches off
the oil at multiple nonadjacent constrictions, then displaces the oil from the surrounding
pores. The wetting fluid eventually flows through a tortuous,continuous network of filled
pores, forming many trapped oil ganglia. (b) At highCa= 6×10−4, the occurrence of oil
pinch-off is reduced, and the wetting fluid displaces the oilfrom the pores, leaving a few
small oil ganglia trapped within the medium. Scale bars are 200 µm.
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through the thin layers, pinching off the oil in multiple nonadjacent crevices throughout

the entire medium [112, 157, 158] over a period of approximately 60 s, as seen in the re-

gion spanned by the double-headed arrow in Figure 4.1(b), in the time sequence shown in

Figure 4.1(c), and in the time sequence shown in Figure 4.2(a). This behavior agrees with

the predictions of recent numerical simulations [159]. The wetting fluid then also begins

to invade the pores through a series of intermittent, abruptbursts, starting from the inlet,

as seen in the region spanned by the single-headed arrow in Figure 4.1(b) and in the time

sequence shown in Figure 4.1(d). Interestingly, as the wetting fluid invades the medium, it

bypasses many of the pores, leaving discrete oil ganglia of varying sizes in its wake. Many

of these ganglia remain trapped within the pore space, as indicated in Figure 4.1(b).

To explore the dependence of oil displacement on flow conditions, we visualize sec-

ondary imbibition for varyingCa. Unlike the lowCacase, we do not observe oil pinch-off

at higherCa∼ 10−4−10−3; instead, the wetting fluid displaces the oil from the pores,as

shown in Figure 4.2(b). This indicates that flow through the thin wetting layers becomes

less significant asCa is increased. This observation confirms the predictions of recent sim-

ulations [129, 125]. However, some of the oil is still bypassed by the wetting fluid, forming

disconnected oil ganglia [160]; in several cases, the ganglia break up into smaller ganglia.

Many of these ganglia are mobilized from the medium; however, a few smaller ganglia re-

main trapped [last frame in Figure 4.2(b)]. For sufficientlylong times, these ganglia cease

to move, and the pressure drop across the medium does not appreciably change, indicating

that a steady state is reached. These results thus highlightthe important role played by the

wetting layers in influencing the flow behavior.
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4.2 Trapped oil ganglia configurations

We use our confocal micrographs to measure the total amount of oil trapped within the

porous medium; this is quantified by the residual oil saturation, Sor ≡Vo/φV, whereVo is

the total volume of oil imaged within a region of volumeV andφ is the porosity of the

medium. After secondary imbibition atCa = 6.4×10−7, we find Sor ≈ 9%. To mimic

discontinuous core-flood experiments on reservoir rocks, we then explore the variation of

Sor in response to progressive increases in the wetting fluidCa. For each value ofCa,

we flow at least 13 pore volumes of the wetting fluid, thus establishing a new steady state,

before reacquiring an additional set of 3D stacks. By comparing each set of stacks with that

obtained during the initial pore structure characterization, we obtain the 3D morphologies

of the oil ganglia left trapped at eachCa. The Reynolds number characterizing the pore-

scale flow is given byRe≡ ρw(Qw/φA)at/µw ≈ 8× 10−6 − 8× 10−2, whereρw is the

density of the wetting fluid,at ≈ 0.16a is the typical radius of a pore entrance, anda is

the average bead radius; our experiments are therefore characterized by laminar flow. The

Bond number characterizing the influence of gravity relative to capillary forces at the pore

scale is given byBo≡ g(ρw−ρnw)a2
t /γ ≈ 10−6, whereρnw is the density of the non-wetting

fluid, indicating that gravity only becomes appreciable on the vertical length scale of the

entire medium. We therefore neglect gravity from our subsequent theoretical analysis.

We find thatSor does not vary significantly for sufficiently smallCa; however, asCa is

increased above 2×10−4, Sor decreases precipitously, as shown in Figure 4.3, ultimately

reaching only≈ 7% of its initial value. These results are consistent with the results of

previous core-flood experiments, which show similar behavior for fluids of a broad range

of viscosities and interfacial tensions [149].
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Figure 4.3:Variation of residual oil saturation Sor with wetting fluid capillary number
Ca. We normalizeSor by its maximum value; we find thatSor does not vary significantly
for smallCa, but decreases precipitously asCa increases above 2×10−4 (dashed grey line).
Residual oil saturation is measured using 3D confocal micrographs.
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Figure 4.4:3D renderings of oil ganglia trapped after secondary imbibition at Ca=
6.4×10−7. The left ganglion is spherical and only spans≈ 0.3 beads in diameter, whereas
the right ganglion is more ramified and spans multiple beads.Renderings are produced
using 3D confocal micrographs.

To better understand this behavior, we inspect the reconstructed 3D morphologies of

the individual ganglia for eachCa investigated. At the smallestCa≈ 6×10−7−2×10−4,

the ganglia morphologies vary widely, as exemplified by the 3D renderings shown in

Figure 4.4. The smallest ganglia are spherical, only occupying single pores, and span≈ 0.3

beads in size [left, Figure 4.4]; in stark contrast, the largest ganglia are ramified, occupying

multiple pores, and span many beads in size [right, Figure 4.4]. To quantify the signifi-

cant variation in their morphologies, we measure the lengthL of each ganglion along the

flow direction, and plot 1-CDF(L), where CDF= ∑L
0 Lp(L)/∑∞

0 Lp(L) is the cumulative

distribution function of ganglia lengths andp(L) is the number fraction of ganglia having

a lengthL. Consistent with the variability apparent in the 3D renderings, we find that the

ganglia lengths are broadly distributed, as indicated by the circles in Figure 4.5.

Percolation theory predicts that the number fraction of ganglia with volumes is, for

larges, given byp(s) ∝ s−τ , whereτ ≈ 2.2 is a scaling exponent [161, 162, 163]. More-
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over, the volume of a ganglion varies with its length ass∝ L3/(τ−1). Combining these two

relations yieldsp(L) ∝ L−3τ/(τ−1), and therefore,Lp(L) ∝ L−3τ/(τ−1)+1. In our experi-

ments, we measure the complementary cumulative distribution function of ganglia lengths,

1-CDF(L) = ∑∞
L Lp(L)/∑∞

0 Lp(L). The percolation theory prediction is thus 1−CDF(L) ∝

L−3τ/(τ−1)+2 ∝ L−3.5, usingτ ≈ 2.2; this prediction is in good agreement with the largeL

tail of our data, as shown by the solid line in Figure 4.5. Thisresult also agrees with re-

cent X-ray microtomography experiments [26, 164]. We also find that the largest trapped

ganglion has a lengthLmax≈ 13 bead diameters [arrow in Figure 4,5]; while we cannot

exclude the influence of boundary effects or the limited imaging volume, this value is in

good agreement with the prediction of percolation theory, incorporating a non-zero viscous

pressure:Lmax≈ α(a2Ca/κk)−ν/(1+ν) ≈ 9α bead diameters, whereν ≈ 0.88 is a scaling

exponent,α is a constant of order unity, and we use the value ofκ measured at the lowest

Ca [165]. Taken together, these results suggest that the configurations of the ganglia left

trapped after secondary imbibition can be understood usingpercolation theory.

AsCa increases, we donotobserve significant effects of ganglia breakup; this observa-

tion is contrary to some previous suggestions [151], and confirms the predictions of other

numerical simulations [153]. Instead, the ganglia configurations remain the same for all

Ca< 2×10−4 [◦, �, and× in Figure 4.5]. Moreover, we find that the largest ganglia start

to become mobilized from the porous medium, concomitant with the observed decrease in

Sor, onceCa increases above 2× 10−4 [Figure 4.5]. We quantify this behavior by plot-

ting the variation ofLmax with Ca. While Lmax remains constant at smallCa, it decreases

precipitously asCa increases above 2×10−4, as shown by the circles in Figure 4.6. Re-

markably, this behavior closely mimics the observed variation of Sor with Ca [Figure 4.3].
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Figure 4.6: Quantifying variation in ganglion sizes with Ca. Variation of maximum
trapped oil ganglion lengthLmax, measured along the flow direction using 3D confocal mi-
crographs, and 2.5 times the theoreticalL∗, calculated using Equation 4.3, with the wetting
fluid capillary numberCa. Similar to the variation of the residual oil saturationSor, shown
in Figure 3,Lmax does not vary significantly for small wetting fluid capillarynumberCa,
but decreases precipitously asCa increases above 2×10−4 (dashed grey line). BothLmax

andL∗ do not scale as∼Ca−1, indicated by the solid line.
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These results thus suggest that the variation ofSor with increasingCa is not determined by

the breakup of the trapped ganglia; instead, it may reflect the mobilization of the largest

ganglia from the medium.

4.3 Physics of ganglion mobilization

To understand the ganglia mobilization, we analyze the distribution of pressures in the

wetting fluid as it flows through the porous medium. Motivatedby previous studies of

this flow [166, 86, 19], we make the mean-field assumption that the viscous pressure drop

across a ganglion of lengthL is given by Darcy’s law,

Pv =
µw

κk
Qw

A
L (4.1)

The relative permeabilityκ ≤ 1 quantifies the modified transport through the medium due

to the presence of the trapped oil. To determinePv at eachCa investigated, we use pressure

transducers to directly measure the variation ofκ with Ca for a porous medium constructed

in a manner similar to, and following the same flow procedure as, that used for visualization

of the ganglia configurations. Interestingly,κ does not vary significantly for sufficiently

smallCa; however, asCa increases above 2×10−4, κ quickly increases, concomitant with

the observed decreased inSor, as shown in Figure 4.7. This observation suggests that the

bulk transport behavior of the medium depends strongly on the trapping of oil within it. To

quantify the close link between the variation ofκ andSor with Ca [149], we plot κ as a

function of the wetting fluid saturation, 1−Sor. Consistent with our expectation [167], we

find thatκ increases monotonically with increasing wetting fluid saturation, as shown in

Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.7:Variation of wetting fluid relative permeability κ , measured using pressure
transducers, with the wetting fluid capillary number Ca. Similar to the variation of
the residual oil saturationSor, shown in Figure 3,κ does not vary significantly for small
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Figure 4.8:Variation of wetting fluid relative permeability κ , measured using pressure
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For a ganglion to squeeze through the pores of the medium, it must simultaneously

displace the wetting fluid from a downstream pore, and be displaced by the wetting fluid

from an upstream pore. To displace the wetting fluid from a downstream pore, a threshold

capillary pressure must build up at the pore entrance, as schematized by the right set of

arrows in Figure 4.9; this threshold is given byPt = 2γ cosθ/at , whereat is the radius of

the pore entrance [15, 97, 96], with an average value≈ 0.16a for a 3D packing of glass

beads [113, 114]. Similarly, for the trapped oil to be displaced from an upstream pore, the

capillary pressure within the pore must fall below a threshold, as schematized by the left

set of arrows in Figure 4.9; this threshold is given byPb = 2γ cosθ/ab, whereab is instead

the radius of the pore itself, with an average value≈ 0.24a [114, 113]. Thus, to mobilize a

ganglion from the porous medium, the total viscous pressuredrop across it must exceed a

capillary pressure threshold,

Pt −Pb =
2γ cosθ

ab

(

ab

at
−1

)

(4.2)

Balancing Equations 4.1 and 4.2, we therefore expect that, at a givenCa, the smallest

ganglia remain trapped within the medium; however, the viscous pressure in the wetting

fluid is sufficiently large to mobilize all ganglia larger than

Lmax= L∗ ≡ 2cosθ
Ca

(

ab

at
−1

)

κk
ab

(4.3)

To critically test this prediction, we compare the variation of bothLmax, directly measured

using confocal microscopy, andL∗, calculated using the measured values ofθ , k, andκ ,

with Ca. For smallCa, we findLmax< L∗, as shown by the first three points in Figure 4.6;

this indicates that the viscous pressure in the wetting fluidis too small to mobilize any

ganglia. Consequently,Sor does not vary significantly for this range ofCa, consistent with
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the measurements shown in Figure 4.3. AsCa increases,Lmax remains constant; however,

L∗ steadily decreases, eventually becoming comparable toLmax atCa≈ 2×10−4, shown

by the dashed line in Figure 4.6. Strikingly, asCa increases above this value, we find that

bothLmax andL∗ decrease in a similar manner, withLmax≈ 2.5L∗; this indicates that the

viscous pressure in the wetting fluid is sufficient to mobilize more and more of the largest

ganglia. Consequently, we expectSor to also decrease withCa in this range, in excellent

agreement with our measurements [Figure 4.3]. The similarity in the variation ofLmax and

Sor with Ca, and the close agreement between our measuredLmax and the predictedL∗ for

Ca> 2×10−4, thus confirm that the reduction inSor reflects the mobilization of the largest

ganglia.

Using confocal microscopy, we directly visualize the dynamics of secondary imbibi-

tion, as well as the intricate morphologies of the resultanttrapped non-wetting fluid ganglia,

within a 3D porous medium, at pore-scale resolution. The wetting fluid first flows through

thin layers coating the solid surfaces, pinching off the non-wetting fluid in crevices through-

out the medium. It then displaces the non-wetting fluid from the pores of the medium

through a series of intermittent, abrupt bursts, starting from the inlet, leaving ganglia of

the non-wetting fluid in its wake. These vary widely in their sizes and shapes, consis-

tent with the predictions of percolation theory. We do not observe significant effects of

ganglion breakup, contrary to some previous suggestions. Instead, for smallCa, the gan-

glia configurations do not appreciably change, while asCa is increased above a threshold

value, more and more of the largest ganglia become mobilizedfrom the medium. We em-

phasize that, due to the concomitant variation of the wetting fluid permeability withCa,

the measuredLmax doesnot decrease asCa−1 [solid line in Figure 4.6]; this is in contra-
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Figure 4.9:Physics of ganglion mobilization.2D schematic showing an oil ganglion (or-
ange) trapped within the pore space, with wetting fluid flowing from left to right; beads are
shown by white circles. Dashed lines show threshold curvatures required for the ganglion
to invade the downstream pores or be displaced from the upstream pores.
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diction to results obtained for an isolated ganglion [86], for which the permeability is a

constant, which are often assumed to also apply to a population of many ganglia. By cou-

pling the 3D visualization and bulk transport measurement,we show that the variation of

the ganglia configurations can be understood by balancing the viscous forces exerted on

the ganglia with the pore-scale capillary forces that keep them trapped within the medium.

This work thus helps elucidate the fluid dynamics underlyingthe mobilization of a trapped

non-wetting fluid from a 3D porous medium.

Our results provide direct visualization of the multi-phase flow and the ganglia con-

figurations within a 3D porous medium; moreover, they highlight the applicability of a

mean-field picture in understanding the mobilization of thetrapped non-wetting fluid. This

work may thus help guide theoretical models or numerical simulations (e.g. [168, 169]).

Moreover, because many geophysical flows give rise to residual trapping, we expect that

our work will be relevant to a number of important applications, including enhancing oil

recovery, understanding the distribution of contaminantsin groundwater aquifers, or the

storage of CO2 in sub-surface formations.
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Spatial fluctuations of fluid velocities in

flow through a three-dimensional porous

medium

The flow of a single fluid through a 3D porous medium, when sufficiently slow, is typi-

cally modeled using Darcy’s law, which relates the pressuredrop across the entire medium

to the flow velocity, averaged over a sufficiently large length scale. However, while appeal-

ing, this simple continuum approach neglects local pore-scale variations in the flow, which

may arise as the fluid navigates the tortuous 3D pore space of the medium. Experimental

measurements using optical techniques [170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179,

180, 181] and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging [182, 183, 28, 29, 184, 185] confirm

that the fluid speeds are broadly distributed. However, these measurements often provide

access to only one component of the velocity field, and only for the case of single-phase

flow; moreover, they typically yield limited statistics, due to the difficulty of probing the
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flow in 3D, both at pore scale resolution and over large lengthscales. While theoretical

models and numerical simulations provide crucial additional insight [28, 29, 30, 31, 32,

33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 1, 38, 39, 40], fully describing the disordered structure of the medium

can be challenging. Consequently, despite its enormous practical importance, a complete

understanding of flow within a 3D porous medium remains elusive.

In this Chapter4, we use confocal microscopy to directly visualize the highly variable

flow within a 3D porous medium over a broad range of length scales, from the scale of in-

dividual pores to the scale of the entire medium. We find that the velocity magnitudes and

the velocity components both along and transverse to the imposed flow direction are expo-

nentially distributed, even when a second immiscible fluid is trapped within the medium.

Moreover, we find underlying pore-scale correlations in theflow, and show that these corre-

lations are determined by the geometry of the medium. The pore space is highly disordered

and complex; nevertheless, our results indicate that fluid flow through it is not completely

random.

5.1 Visualizing single-phase flow

We prepare a rigid 3D porous medium composed of beads with radii 32±2 µm, in a

thin-walled square quartz capillary of cross-sectional areaA = 9 mm2. The packing has

lengthL ≈ 8 mm and porosityφ ≈ 0.41. To visualize the single-phase flow, we formulate

the viscous wetting fluid described in Chapter 2, suspending0.01 vol% of 1µm diameter

fluorescent latex microparticles within it. Prior to each experiment, the porous medium is

4Based on “Spatial fluctuations of fluid velocities in flow through a three-dimensional porous medium”,
S. S. Datta, T. S. Ramakrishnan, and D. A. Weitz,Physical Review Letters111, 064501 (2013).
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Figure 5.1:Visualizing flow speeds within a 3D porous medium.(a) Schematic showing
porous medium and imaging geometry. A portion of the 2D map ofvelocity magnitudes
within the medium is shown for (b) single-phase flow, and (c) flow with trapped residual oil.
Black circles in (b) show beads making up the medium, while additional black regions in
(c) show residual oil. Scale bars are 500µm long, while color scale shows speeds ranging
from 0 (blue) to 12q/φ (red).

evacuated under vacuum and saturated with CO2 gas, which is soluble in the tracer-laden

fluid; this procedure eliminates the formation of trapped bubbles. We then saturate the pore

space with the tracer-laden fluid, imposing a constant volumetric flow rateQ = 0.2 mL/hr;

the average interstitial velocity is thus given byq/φ ≡ (Q/A)/φ = 15 µm/s.

To directly visualize the steady-state pore-scale flow, we use a confocal microscope to

acquire a movie of 100 optical slices in thexy plane, collecting 15 slices/s, at a fixedz

position several bead diameters deep within the porous medium. Each slice is 11µm thick

along thezaxis and spans a lateral area of 912µm× 912µm in thexyplane [Figure 5.1(a)].

To visualize the flow at the scale of the entire medium, we acquire additional movies, at

the samez position, but at multiple locations in thexy plane spanning the entire width and

length of the medium. We restrict our analysis to an area several beads away from each

edge of the medium to minimize boundary effects. To reduce image noise, we threshold
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Figure 5.2:Quantifying the variability in the flow. Probability density functions of 2D (a)
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and apply a median filter to each optical slice. We have verified that the results presented

do not significantly change depending on how the images are filtered. We have also verified

that the results do not change with depth (z position), for the imaging parameters used.

The ratio of viscous forces to gravitational forces on the tracer particles is given by

9µw(q/φ)/2(ρw−ρp)ga2
p≈ 104−105, whereg is gravitational acceleration, andρw≈ 1.23

g cm−3 andρp ≈ 1.01 g cm−3 are the densities of the fluid and the particles, respectively;

moreover, the time required for a particle to settle a vertical distance of 11µm, equal to the

thickness of the optical slice, is< 104×11 µm/(q/φ)∼ 10 min, approximately 100 times

larger than the time required to acquire one movie. The time for a tracer particle to diffuse

its own size is approximatelyπµwa3
p/kBT ≈ 6 s, wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT ≈

300K is temperature; this is almost 100 times larger than thetime between two successive

frames of the movies. We thus conclude that the tracer particles are faithfully advected
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with the flow. We note that measurements in two dimensional micromodels suggest that

the tracer particles may not fully sample the smallest fluid velocities near the bead surfaces.

However, we do not expect this to significantly affect the measured distribution of the

larger fluid velocities, which are the primary focus of our work. Moreover, we do not

observe significant differences between the data for porousmedia comprised of 32µm and

75 µm beads. The tracer Peclet number, quantifying the importance of advection relative

to diffusion in determining the particle motion, is(q/φ)/(kBT/6πap) > 103; thus, our

experiments only probe the advection motion of the fluid, in contrast to other measurements

that measure the combined effects of advection and diffusion.

We use the PIVLab package for MATLAB to characterize the flow field using parti-

cle image velocimetry, dividing each optical slice into 16129 interrogation windows, and

calculating the displacement of tracer particles in each window by cross-correlating suc-

cessive slices of each movie. By combining the displacementfield thus obtained for all

the positions imaged, and dividing the displacements by thefixed time difference between

slices, we generate a map of the 2D fluid velocities,u, over the entire extent of the porous

medium. This protocol thus enables us to directly visualizethe flow field, both at the scale

of the individual pores and at the scale of the overall medium. For calibration, we use this

protocol to visualize and confirm the parabolic Poiseuille flow profile within a square cap-

illary of cross-sectional width 550µm. Moreover, we confirm that PIV performed using

interrogation windows 0.75 and 0.5 times the size of those used here yield similar results.

The flow within the porous medium is highly variable, as illustrated by the map of ve-

locity magnitudes shown in Figure 5.1(b). To quantify this behavior, we calculate the prob-

ability density functions (pdfs) of the 2D velocity magnitudes,u = |u|, velocity orientation
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angles relative to the imposed flow direction,θ , and the velocity components both along

and transverse to the imposed flow direction,uL = ucosθ anduT = usinθ , respectively.

Consistent with the variability apparent in Figure 5.1(b),we find that both the velocity

magnitudes and orientations are broadly distributed, as shown by the blue circles in Fig-

ure 5.2(a-b). Interestingly, the pdf ofu decays nearly exponentially, with a characteristic

speed≈ 0.5q/φ , consistent with the results of recent numerical simulations [186].

The pore space is highly disordered and complex; as a result,we expect flow through it

to be random, and thus, the motion of the fluid transverse to the imposed flow direction to

be Gaussian distributed [40, 187]. As expected, the measured pdf ofuT is symmetric about

uT = 0; however, we find that it is strikingly non-Gaussian, againexhibiting an exponential

decay over nearly four decades in probability, with a characteristic speed≈ 0.25q/φ [blue

circles in Figure 5.2(d)]. The pdf ofuL similarly decays exponentially, consistent with

results from previous NMR measurements [183]; moreover, the characteristic speed along

the imposed flow direction is≈ 0.5q/φ , double the characteristic speed in the transverse

direction [blue circles in Figure 5.2(c)]. These results indicate that flow within a 3D porous

medium may, remarkably, not be completely random.

5.2 Quantifying correlations in the flow

To elucidate this behavior, we characterize the spatial structure of the flow by examining

the length scale dependence of the statistics shown in Figure 5.2. We do this by calculating

the velocity pdfs for observation windows, centered on the same pore, of different sizes.

Similar to the pdfs for the entire medium, the pdfs for windows one pore in size are broad;

however, they have a different shape, as exemplified by the diamonds in Figure 5.3. By
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contrast, the pdfs for larger observation windows, even those just a few pores in size, are

similar to those for the entire medium; two examples are shown by the crosses and stars in

Figure 5.3, corresponding to windows two and ten pores across, respectively. This suggests

that the variability of flow within the entire porous medium reflects a combination of the

flow variability within the individual pores and the geometry of the pore space.

Another clue to the physical origin of this non-random behavior comes from close in-

spection of the flow field in Figure 5.1(b): we observe tortuous “fingers”, approximately

one pore wide and extending several pores along the imposed flow direction, over which

the velocity magnitudes appear to be correlated. To quantify these correlations, we subtract

the mean velocity from each 2D velocity vector to focus on thevelocity fluctuations,δu;

we then calculate a spatial correlation function that averages the scalar product of all pairs

of velocity fluctuation vectors separated by a distanceR= |R|,

Cuu(R) ≡
〈

∑ j δu(r j) ·δu(r j +R)

∑ j δu(r j) ·δu(r j)

〉

(5.1)

The angle brackets signify an average over allxy directions, and the sums are taken over

all positionsr j [189, 190]. For smallR, Cuu(R) decays precipitously from one, as shown

by the blue circles in Figure 5.4; this decay is nearly exponential [Figure 5.4, inset], with

a characteristic length scale of order one pore [191]. Intriguingly, however, we also ob-

serve weak oscillations inCuu(R) at even largerR; this indicates the presence of slight, but

non-zero, correlations in the flow that persist up to distances spanning several pores. We

hypothesize that these oscillations reflect the geometry ofthe pore space formed by the

packing of the beads. To test this idea, we compare the shape of Cuu(R) with that of the

pore-space pair correlation function,f (R), of a random packing of beads similar to that

comprising our porous medium; this function describes the probability of finding a point of
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Figure 5.4:Correlations in the flow reflect the geometry of the pore space. Variation
of spatial correlation function of velocity fluctuation vectors,Cuu(R), or pore-space pair
correlation function,f (R), with distanceR. Blue circles and red squares are for single-
phase flow through media comprised of 32µm and 75µm radius beads, respectively, while
green triangles are for flow through the medium comprised of 32 µm radius beads, with
trapped residual oil. Data forf (R) are taken from [188]. Inset shows the same data, plotted
with semilogarithmic axes. Solid arrows indicate positions of peaks inCuu atR≈ 1, 2, 2.8,
and 3.7 bead diameters, while dashed arrows indicate positions of peaks inf (R) atR≈ 1.1,
2, 2.7, and 3.5 bead diameters. BothCuu and f (R) show similar oscillatory behavior, with
peaks and troughs at similar locations.
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the pore space at a distanceRaway from another point in the pore space. Similar toCuu(R),

f (R) also shows oscillations [188]; these reflect the local packing geometry of the spherical

beads [192]. Moreover, the peaks inCuu(R) occur atR≈ 1, 2, 2.8, and 3.7 bead diame-

ters, as indicated in the inset to Figure 5.4, in excellent coincidence with those observed in

f (R). This close agreement confirms that the correlations in the flow are determined by the

geometry of the pore space.

This disordered geometry forces each fluid element to followa tortuous path through

the medium, traveling a total distance larger thanL. Averaging the distances traveled by

all the fluid elements yields an effective distance traveled
√

αL, whereα > 1, often re-

ferred to as the hydrodynamic tortuosity, provides an important and commonly-used mea-

sure of the variability of the flow. Acoustic [193], electrical [193], pressure [194], NMR

[195, 196, 197], and dispersion [198] measurements, as well as a theoretical calculation

[199], yield α ≈ 2 for a porous medium similar to ours. Within the picture presented here,

the distance traveled by each fluid element is approximatelyL/cos2θ ; we thus use our

measured velocity orientations [blue circles in Figure 5.2(b)] to directly calculate the tor-

tuosity. We findα = 1.80, in good agreement with the previously obtained values. This

provides additional confirmation of the validity of our picture.

To test the generality of our results, we perform similar measurements on another 3D

porous medium with beads of larger radii, 75± 4 µm. The average interstitial velocity

of the imposed flow isq/φ = 34 µm/s. Similar to the case of the smaller beads, we ob-

serve broad, exponentially-decaying velocity pdfs [red squares in Figure 5.2]; moreover,

the pdfs for both porous media collapse when the velocities are rescaled byq/φ . We again

quantify the spatial correlations in the flow using the function Cuu(R). As in the case of
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the smaller beads,Cuu(R) decays exponentially forR< 1 bead diameter, and also exhibits

slight oscillations at even largerR, as shown by the red squares in Figure 5.4. The close

agreement between the measurements on both porous media confirms that our results are

more general.

5.3 Visualizing multi-phase flow

As described in the previous Chapter, many important situations, such as oil recov-

ery, groundwater contamination, and geological CO2 storage, involve flow around discrete

ganglia of a second, immiscible, fluid trapped within the pore space [1]. This trapping dra-

matically alters the continuum transport, presumably due to modifications in the pore scale

flow [200, 201]. However, investigations of this behavior are woefully lacking; scattering

of light from the ganglia surfaces typically precludes direct visualization of the tracer-laden

fluid flow around them. We overcome this challenge by formulating a second non-wetting

fluid composed of a mixture of hydrocarbon oils, as describedin Chapter 2. To trap residual

ganglia of the oil, we flow it for 30 min at a rate of 10 mL/hr through the porous medium

comprised of the smaller beads; we then reflow the tracer-laden fluid at a rate of 0.1 mL/hr,

corresponding to a capillary numberCa≡ µq/γ ≈ 10−5, whereγ ≈ 13 mN/m is the interfa-

cial tension between the two fluids. This protocol leads to the formation of discrete ganglia

that remain trapped within the pore space, as described in Chapter 4; the ganglia are indi-

cated in Figure 5.1(c) [149]. The tracer-laden fluid continues to flow around these ganglia;

we directly visualize this steady-state flow using confocalmicroscopy, re-acquiring movies

of optical sections at the same positions as those obtained prior to oil trapping.

Similar to the previous case without residual trapping, theflow is highly variable, as
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illustrated by the map of velocity magnitudes shown in Figure 5.1(c). Because the gan-

glia occlude some of the pore space, the characteristic speed of the tracer-laden fluid is

larger,≈ 1.2q/φ [green triangles in Figure 5.2(a)]; moreover, because the tracer-laden

fluid must flow around the ganglia, more velocities are oriented transverse to the flow di-

rection [green triangles in Figure 5.2(b)]. As in the case without residual trapping, we

observe broad, exponentially-decaying pdfs for the velocity components [green triangles in

Figure 5.2(c-d)]; however, these pdfs are significantly broader, indicating that residual trap-

ping introduces additional variability to flow within a 3D porous medium. We again use

the measured velocity orientations [green triangles in Figure 5.2(b)] to directly calculate

the tortuosity,α. Consistent with previous indirect measurements [202], we findα = 2.24,

higher than the tortuosity measured in the previous case of single-phase flow; this further

reflects the additional flow variability introduced by residual trapping.

We quantify the spatial correlations in this flow using the functionCuu(R). Interestingly,

as in the previous case without residual trapping,Cuu(R) decays exponentially forR< 1

bead diameter, also exhibiting slight oscillations for even largerR at the same positions, as

shown by the green triangles in Figure 5.4. This indicates that the flow remains correlated,

even when a second immiscible fluid is trapped within the medium; moreover, the structure

of these correlations is again determined by the geometry ofthe pore space.

Our measurements quantify the strong velocity variations in single- and multi-phase

flow within a 3D porous medium. We find that the velocity magnitudes and the velocity

components both along and transverse to the imposed flow direction are exponentially dis-

tributed. Moreover, we present direct evidence that the flowis correlated at the pore scale,

and that the structure of these correlations is determined by the geometry of the medium.
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The pore space is highly disordered and complex; nevertheless, our results suggest that

flow through it is not completely random.

Finally, we note that our measurements of the velocity field within a porous medium

may provide a way to predict the mechanical dispersion of molecules dissolved in the

flowing fluid; an important example of such a solute is a contaminant that dissolves in

a groundwater aquifer. Due to the strong variability in the flow velocities, as the solute

molecules are advected along with the fluid, they spread out [1].
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Fluid breakup during simultaneous

two-phase flow through a

three-dimensional porous medium

In Chapters 3 and 4, we describe one important class of multi-phase flows: forcing one

fluid to displace another immiscible fluid from a 3D porous medium. Another important

class of multi-phase flows involves thesimultaneousflow of both a wetting and a non-

wetting fluid through the tortuous 3D pore space of the medium. Due to the interfacial

tension between the two fluids, they are typically thought toflow through distinct, un-

changing, connected pathways [203, 204]; indeed, this idea underlies the interpretation of

many multi-phase transport measurements [205]. However, the validity of this assumption

remains intensely debated. Experimental measurements on a2D porous medium suggest

that, in some cases, the non-wetting fluid may not simply flow through a connected path-

way; instead, it can break up into discrete ganglia, often assmall as one pore in size, which
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are then advected through the medium by the flowing wetting fluid [206, 207, 208, 209].

However, the pore space of a 2D medium is considerably less connected than that of a 3D

medium [20]; this enhances the propensity of the non-wetting fluid to break up in the 2D

case [210], and thus, the applicability of such measurements to 3D porous media is unclear.

Unfortunately, probing the flow in 3D, at pore-scale resolution, is enormously challenging,

due to the opacity of the medium. Consequently, despite its enormous practical importance,

a complete understanding of the physics underlying simultaneous two-phase flow through

a 3D porous medium remains elusive.

In this Chapter5, we use confocal microscopy to directly visualize the simultaneous

flow of both a wetting and a non-wetting fluid through a 3D porous medium, at pore-scale

resolution. For small flow rates, both fluids flow through unchanging, distinct, connected

3D pathways. At higher flow rates, however, the non-wetting fluid continually breaks up

into discrete ganglia; these are then advected through the medium. We find that the tran-

sition between connected flow and breakup of the non-wettingfluid is characterized by

a state diagram that depends on the capillary numbers of boththe wetting and the non-

wetting fluids,Caw andCanw, respectively; these parameters describe the magnitude ofthe

viscous forces exerted by the wetting and the non-wetting fluids, respectively, compared to

capillary forces. Our results thus reveal and help elucidate the diversity of behavior that

arises in two-phase flow through a 3D porous medium.

5Based on “Fluid breakup during simultaneous two-phase flow through a three-dimensional porous
medium”,S. S. Datta, J. B. Dupin, and D. A. Weitz, to be submitted (2013).
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6.1 Visualizing multi-phase flow

We prepare a 3D porous medium composed of beads with radiia = 36±2 µm, in a

thin-walled square quartz capillary of cross-sectional areaA = 9 mm2; the typical radius

of a pore is thusap ≈ 6 µm [113, 114]. The packing has lengthL ≈ 2 cm and porosity

φ ≈ 0.41. We use the non-wetting fluid and the low-viscosity wetting fluid described in

Chapter 2 in our experiments.

We first evacuate the porous medium under vacuum and saturateit with CO2 gas, which

is soluble in the wetting fluid, thereby eliminating the formation of trapped bubbles. We

then saturate the pore space with the dyed wetting fluid, and first visualize the pore structure

within the 3D medium using a confocal microscope. We do this by acquiring optical slices

at a fixedz position several bead diameters deep within the medium; each slice is 11µm

thick along thez axis and spans a lateral area of 912µm × 912 µm in thexy plane. We

repeatedly acquire slices at multiple locations in thexyplane spanning the entire width and

length of the medium; by combining these, we obtain a map of the pore structure over the

entire extent of the porous medium. We identify the glass beads by their contrast with the

dyed wetting fluid.

To investigate the multi-phase flow, we simultaneously flow both the wetting fluid and

the oil at independently-controlled volumetric flow rates,Qw = 0.2 mL h−1 andQnw = 5.0

mL h−1, respectively; the experimental geometry is schematized in Figure 6.1(a) and Fig-

ure 6.2. Because the oil is undyed, we identify it by its additional contrast with the dyed

wetting fluid in the imaged pore space. The oil initially flowsinto the medium through a

series of abrupt bursts into the pores, remaining connectedas it flows; this behavior indi-

cates that a threshold capillary pressure∼ γ/ap must build up in the oil before it can invade
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Figure 6.1: Connected flow at low flow rates during simultaneous two-phase flow
through a 3D porous medium. (a) Schematic showing porous medium and imaging ge-
ometry. The oil flows at a rateQnw through a circular tube inserted coaxially in a larger
square quartz capillary, whereas the wetting fluid flows at a rateQw through the intersti-
tial space between the circular tube and the square capillary. A portion of a 2D confocal
section within the medium is shown for (b)Qw = 0.2 mL h−1 andQnw = 5.0 mL h−1, and
(c) Qw = 50.0 mL h−1 andQnw = 5.0 mL h−1. Black circles show beads making up the
medium, while additional black regions show a section through the flowing oil. Scale bar
is 500µm long. The oil flows through an unchanging, tortuous, connected 3D pathway in
both cases; an example of a 3D reconstruction is shown in Figure 6.3. The imposed flow
direction is from left to right.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic showing inlet geometry used in the experiments.The non-
wetting fluids flows through a tube inserted coaxially in the quartz capillary, while the
wetting fluid flows in the crevices between the tube and the quartz capillary.

a pore. Because the packing of the beads is disordered, the path taken by the oil is tortuous;

once it traverses the entire medium, the oil continues to flowthrough this unchanging, con-

nected 3D pathway, as exemplified in Figures 6.1(b) and 6.3. We verify that the oil flows

through this pathway by monitoring its ejection at the outlet of the porous medium.

To further explore the two-phase flow, we progressively increase the wetting fluid flow

rate. ForQw < 125.0 mL h−1, the oil slightly reconfigures its flow path each timeQw is

changed [Figure 6.1 (b-c)]; it then continues to flow throughthis connected 3D pathway.

We observe dramatically different behavior at even larger flow rates: instead of simply

flowing through a connected 3D pathway, the oil continually breaks up into discrete gan-

glia, several pores in size, as shown in Figure 6.4(a). The ganglia are then advected through

the pore space by the flowing wetting fluid. This is a dynamic process [206, 207]: the oil

ganglia continually break up and coalesce, temporarily becoming immobilized at some
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Figure 6.3:3D reconstruction of tortuous, connected oil pathway, during simultaneous
flow of oil and a wetting fluid through a 3D porous medium. The beads are not shown
for clarity; the red shows the oil as it flows through the pore space. Perspective is looking
along the+x direction.
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pore entrances and eventually being pushed through others,ultimately becoming mobi-

lized from the medium. These observations contradict the idea that the oil flows through

an unchanging, connected pathway [203, 204, 205].

We next investigate the influence of increasing the oil flow rate. We progressively in-

creaseQnw, starting at 0.2 mL h−1, fixing the wetting fluid flow rate atQw = 25.0 mL h−1.

The oil again flows through an unchanging, connected 3D pathway, similar to those shown

in Figures 6.1(b-c) and 6.3. Similar to the increasingQw case, the oil slightly reconfigures

its flow path each timeQnw is changed; it then continues to flow through this connected 3D

pathway. Intriguingly, atQnw = 5.0 mL h−1, sections of this connected 3D pathway inter-

mittently break up into discrete ganglia, several pores in size. At even higher flow rates, we

again observe that the oil continually breaks up into discrete ganglia, as shown in Figure

6.4(b). Similar to the breakup observed in the case of increasing Qw, these ganglia are

advected through the pore space by the flowing wetting fluid, and are ultimately mobilized

from the medium. Our experiments thus demonstrate that, forsufficiently large fluid flow

rates, the two fluids donot flow through distinct, unchanging, connected 3D pathways, as

is often assumed [203, 204, 205]; instead, we observe a transition to a state in which the oil

is continuously broken up into discrete ganglia.

6.2 Understanding the fluid breakup

The first class of connected-to-broken up transition occursfor increasingQw. We ob-

serve that, as the oil flows into the porous medium, it is quickly broken up into large gan-

glia, many pores in size; a representative example is shown in the first frame of Figure

6.4(a). The wetting fluid pushes part of this ganglion forward [arrows, first two frames of
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Figure 6.4: Oil breaks up for sufficiently large flow rates during simultaneous two-
phase flow through a 3D porous medium.Images show multiple frames, taken at dif-
ferent times, of a single optical slice, with the beads and the pore space subtracted; thus,
the dark regions in each frame only show the oil as it flows. Theimposed flow direction
is from left to right. (a) AtQw = 125.0 mL h−1 andQnw = 5.0 mL h−1, the wetting fluid
breaks the oil up into smaller, discrete ganglia. (b) AtQw = 50.0 mL h−1 andQnw = 25.0
mL h−1, the oil breaks up as it flows around the beads forming the porous medium. Labels
show time elapsed after first frame. Scale bars are 50µm long.
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Figure 6.4(a)], ultimately breaking it off. This process forms additional, smaller ganglia

[arrows, third frame of Figure 6.4(a)]. The ganglia are eventually advected through the

pore space by the flowing wetting fluid [arrows, last two frames of Figure 6.4(a)]. This

behavior is reminiscent of drop formation in a microfluidic channel [211, 212], in which

the viscous drag exerted by a flowing wetting fluid tears discrete drops off a coflowing oil

stream. Moreover, similar to the case of drop formation, we observe that the size of the oil

ganglia formed decreases with increasingQw. We thus hypothesize that a similar mech-

anism drives this connected-to-broken up transition. We estimate the pore-scale viscous

drag force as∼ µwqwap, whereqw ≡ Qw/φA is the average interstitial velocity in the case

of single-phase wetting fluid flow. The oil breakup is resisted by the capillary force∼ γap;

balancing these two forces yields a criterion for breakup,Caw ≡ µwqw/γ ≥ Ca∗w, where

Ca∗w is a threshold capillary number. We thus expect the oil to break up at sufficiently large

values ofCaw, consistent with our experimental observations.

The second class of connected-to-broken up transition occurs for increasingQnw. This

transition is particularly counterintuitive: increasingthe flow rate of a non-wetting fluid in

a coflowing stream typicallyimpedesits breakup into drops [211, 213, 212]. A clue to the

physical origin of this transition comes from close inspection of the oil breakup process;

a representative example is shown in Figure 6.4(b). As the oil flows, it collides with a

bead making up the porous medium, indicated by the blue arrowin the first two frames of

Figure 6.4(b). It then flows around the entire bead, breakingup into two smaller ganglia

in the process [leftmost red arrows, second frame of Figure 6.4(b)]. These smaller ganglia

continue to be advected through the pore space by the flowing wetting fluid [arrows, last

three frames of Figure 6.4(b)]. This behavior is reminiscent of the breakup of a non-wetting
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fluid as it flows past an obstacle in a microfluidic channel [214, 215]; in such a situation,

for small fluid flow rates, the capillary force causes the non-wetting fluid to squeeze into

one the gaps around the obstacle, moving past it with breaking. By contrast, at sufficiently

large flow rates, the viscous force driving the flow of the non-wetting fluid causes it to flow

around the entire obstacle, and the fluid breaks up in the process. We hypothesize that

a similar mechanism drives this connected-to-broken up transition. We estimate the pore-

scale viscous force driving the oil flow as∼ µnwqnwap, whereqnw≡ Qnw/φA is the average

interstitial velocity in the case of single-phase oil fluid flow. The pore-scale capillary force

is again given by∼ γap; balancing these two forces yields another criterion for breakup,

Canw ≡ µnwqnw/γ ≥ Ca∗nw, whereCa∗nw is a threshold capillary number. We thus expect

the oil to break up at sufficiently large values ofCanw, consistent with our experimental

observations.

6.3 State diagram for the connected-to-broken up transi-

tion

Within the picture presented here, the breakup of the oil occurs for sufficiently large

values of the wetting fluid and non-wetting fluid capillary numbers,Caw andCanw, respec-

tively. To rigorously test this hypothesis, we perform similar measurements over a broad

range of flow rates ranging from 0.2-250.0 mL h−1, using different fluids characterized by

viscosities ranging from 2-110 mPa s, on different 3D porousmedia characterized by cross-

sectional areas ranging from 4-9 mm2 and bead radii ranging from 36-60µm; we thus vary

the capillary numbers over the rangeCaw ∼ 10−6−10−1 andCanw ∼ 10−5− 10−1. We
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summarize our observations using the state diagram shown inFigure 6.5. In all cases, we

observe that the oil flows through an unchanging, connected 3D pathway for small values

of Caw andCanw, shown by the unfilled symbols in Figure 6.5; however, as eitherCaw or

Canw increase, this pathway begins to intermittently break up, shown by the grey symbols

in Figure 6.5. At the largest values ofCaw or Canw, the oil continually breaks up into dis-

crete ganglia, as shown by the black symbols in Figure 6.5. All the data appear to collapse,

supporting the validity of our picture.

The first class of connected-to-broken up transition occurswhenCaw exceeds a thresh-

old value,Ca∗w; we use our measurements to estimate this value,Ca∗w = 7×10−4. Inter-

estingly, this value is much smaller than the threshold for drop formation in a microfluidic

channel,Ca∗w ∼ 1. We speculate that this difference reflects the disorderedpacking of the

beads. Indeed, direct visualization using confocal microscopy shows that, even in the case

of single-phase flow, the velocity of the flowing wetting fluidcan be over an order of mag-

nitude larger thanqw, due to the tortuosity of the pore space [216]. In our experiments,

the co-flowing oil phase occupies a large portion of the pore space, imparting even more

variability to the wetting fluid flow. We thus expect that the pore-scale viscous drag forces

can be significantly larger than the value we use in our simpleestimate,µwqwa; this leads

to a corresponding reduction inCa∗w.

The second class of connected-to-broken up transition occurs whenCanw exceeds a

threshold value,Ca∗nw; we use our measurements to estimate this value,Ca∗nw = 5×10−3.

Interestingly, this value is comparable to the threshold for the breakup of a non-wetting

fluid as it flows around an obstacle in a microfluidic channel [214, 215].

Motivated by the collapse of the data in Figure 6.5, we suggest that the connected-
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Figure 6.5:State diagram of the connected-to-broken up transition forsimultaneous
two-phase flow through a 3D porous medium as a function ofCaw and Canw. Open
symbols represent flow of the non-wetting fluid through a connected 3D pathway, grey sym-
bols represent intermittent breakup of this pathway, and black symbols represent continual
breakup of the oil into discrete ganglia, which are advectedthrough the pore space. Each
symbol shape represents a different viscosity, bead size, or porous medium cross-sectional
area. Circles:µw = 110.0 mPa s,a = 36 µm, A = 9 mm2. Squares:µw = 2.7 mPa s,
a = 36 µm, A = 9 mm2. Upward triangles:µw = 110.0 mPa s,a = 36 µm, A = 4 mm2.
Diamonds:µw = 2.7 mPa s,a= 36µm, A= 4 mm2. Downward triangles:µw = 2.7 mPa s,
a = 60 µm, A = 9 mm2.
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to-broken up transition occurs when the sum of the viscous forces exerted on the flow-

ing oil exceeds capillary forces at the pore scale; this can be summarized asCaw/Ca∗w +

Canw/Ca∗nw∼ 1. We find good agreement between this relation and our experimental mea-

surements, as shown by the curve in Figure 6.5. This further supports the validity of the

picture presented here.

Our measurements reveal and help clarify the rich behavior that arises when both a

wetting and a non-wetting fluid are forced to flow through the pore space simultaneously.

Using direct visualization by confocal microscopy, we showthat, for sufficiently low fluid

flow rates, both fluids flow via distinct, unchanging, connected 3D pathways through the

medium, as is typically assumed. At sufficiently large flow rates, however, the non-wetting

fluid is continuously broken up into discrete ganglia, whichare then advected through the

pore space by the wetting fluid. We suggest that this transition occurs when the viscous

forces exerted on the flowing non-wetting fluid exceed capillary forces at the pore scale.

Such a transition may arise in multi-phase transport measurements, which are often per-

formed at capillary numbers comparable to those explored here [203, 204, 217, 218].
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Rheology of emulsions

Emulsions are suspensions of droplets of one immiscible fluid in another. They are

widely used in technological applications requiring the transport and flow of the dispersed

fluid; these include oil recovery, food products, pharmacology, coatings, and cosmetics.

The droplets are typically stabilized by a surfactant adsorbed on their interfaces; this en-

sures that there is a short-range repulsive interaction between them, which prevents their

coalescence. Such a repulsive emulsion becomes a disordered elastic solid as it is com-

pressed: this behavior can be characterized by the complex shear modulus,G∗(ω) =

G′(ω)+ iG′′(ω), whereG′ is the storage modulus,G′′ is the loss modulus, andω is the

angular frequency. For droplet volume fractions,φ , approaching random close packing of

spheres,φRCP≈0.64, from below, a repulsive emulsion exhibits a weak elasticity that arises

from thermal fluctuations [219]. By contrast, ifφ is increased aboveφRCP, the droplets are

forced to deform; as a result, the elasticity is determined by the Laplace pressure scale of

the droplets,σ/a, whereσ is the interfacial tension between the dispersed and continu-

ous phases anda is the average droplet size [219]. Even though it can act as an elastic
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solid, such an emulsion can nevertheless be made to flow quiteeasily: the imposition of

sufficiently large shear causes it to yield. This behavior can be elucidated using oscilla-

tory measurements ofG′ andG′′ performed at constantω and varying maximum strain

amplitudeγ. The viscoelastic moduli of a repulsive emulsion aboveφRCP become strain-

dependent for sufficiently largeγ as the emulsion yields. For increasingγ, the nonlinearG′′

exhibits a single, well-defined peak at a strainγ∗r before falling asγ−ν ′′
r ; G′ concomitantly

decreases asγ−ν ′
r with ν ′′

r ≈ ν ′
r/2 [219, 220, 221]. The pronounced peak inG′′ is a charac-

teristic feature of soft glassy materials; it is a direct consequence of a structural relaxation

process and thus provides an effective way to characterize yielding [221]. This approach

is particularly useful for repulsive emulsions aboveφRCP, for which the peak inG′′ reflects

the irreversible rearrangements of the densely-packed droplets [220, 222].

Another widely-encountered class of emulsions is characterized by droplets with addi-

tional attractive interactions between them. In stark contrast to the repulsive case, such an

attractive emulsion can form an elastic solid even forφ well belowφRCP [223]; the bonds

between droplets result in a connected network of aggregates that can support a shear stress

[223, 224, 225, 226]. As a result, an attractive emulsion must exhibit different flow and

yielding behavior [227]. However, despite its broad industrial applications, exactly how

this behavior occurs is unknown. Thus, measurements of the characteristicγ-dependent

yielding of attractive emulsions are essential to elucidate how emulsion rheology depends

on interdroplet interactions.

In this Chapter6, we explore the rheology of attractive emulsions using oscillatory mea-

surements over a range ofφ . For increasingγ, G′′(γ) of attractive emulsions belowφRCP

6Based on “Rheology of attractive emulsions”,S. S. Datta, D. D. Gerrard, T. S. Rhodes, T. G. Mason,
and D. A. Weitz,Physical Review E, 84, 041404 (2011).
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exhibits a single peak at a strainγ∗1 ≪ γ∗r that increases withφ . By contrast,G′′(γ) of attrac-

tive emulsions aboveφRCP exhibits two peaks atγ∗1 andγ∗2 ≈ γ∗r , unlike the repulsive case;

these reflect two distinct structural relaxation processes. The time scales of both of these

processes vary with shear rate asγ̇−ν with ν ≈ 0.8−1. Our results provide insight into

the elasticity and yielding of attractive emulsions and highlight the sensitivity of emulsion

rheology to attractive interactions.

7.1 Formulation of emulsions

We use emulsions comprised of silicone oil droplets dispersed in formamide, a sol-

vent with negligible evaporation; the droplets are sterically stabilized by Pluronic P105, a

non-ionic amphiphilic copolymer [228]. The mechanical measurements are performed at

T = 23◦C on strain- or stress-controlled rheometers (TA ARES G2 or Anton Paar Physica

MCR 501, respectively) using a parallel-plate geometry. The sample environment is con-

trolled using a solvent trap. The plates are roughened to eliminate wall-slip, and we verify

that measurements are independent of the gap size; furthermore, the results are similar to

those obtained using a cone-and-plate geometry, indicating that they are not significantly

influenced by the non-uniform strain field characteristic ofa parallel-plate geometry. We

pre-shear the samples prior to each measurement by imposinga 50s−1 constant shear-rate

flow for 30s, followed by oscillatory shear ofγ decreasing from 300% to 0.01% over a

period of 230s. We do not observe sample creaming over the measurement duration.

At the temperature and concentrations used here, P105 formsfreely-dispersed globular

micelles in formamide with radiusam = 6.5nm, aggregation numberνm = 31 and criti-

cal micelle concentrationc∗ = 20.2mM [229]. These micelles induce attractive depletion
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interactions between emulsion droplets [230], whose magnitude at interdroplet contactU

we calculate using the Vrij model [231]: U/kBT = 4πaa2
mNA(c− c∗)/νm, wherea is the

average droplet radius,c is the P105 concentration,kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is tem-

perature, andNA is Avogadro’s number. These interactions preserve a lubricating layer of

formamide between the droplets, and hence are pairwise centrosymmetric and do not resist

bending. Because ions do not appreciably self-dissociate in formamide, and because we

use a non-ionic surfactant, we do not expect electrostaticsto play a significant role [232].

To investigate the influence of attraction on the rheology ofemulsions, we prepare re-

pulsive emulsions withU = 0 (c= 7mM < c∗) and attractive emulsions withU = 7−9kBT

(c= 26.8−28.7mM) over a range ofφ using high-shear rate homogenization or sonication

with a probe tip. We densify the emulsions using centrifugation and verify that they are

stable against coalescence and Ostwald ripening [233]. We measureσ = 6−9mN/m using

a du Noüy ring. The oil volume fractionφ is determined by measuring the masses of all

components making up a sample. The droplets havea = 100,106, or 128nm and relatively

low polydispersity∼ 30−35% as measured using dynamic light scattering. We also ac-

count for the thicknesst of the surfactant layer adsorbed at the droplet surfaces to obtain

the effective volume fractionφe f f ≈ φ(1+ t/(a− t))3. We estimatet ≈ 3.1nm based on

neutron scattering data [229, 228] and further verify this by fitting viscosity measurements

of dilute repulsive samples to simulation data appropriatefor emulsions [220, 234]. This

estimate fort is likely to be unchanged even at the highestφ studied: the pressure required

to compress the surfactant layer∼ kBT/s3, whereπs2 is the interfacial area per polymer

molecule, is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the maximum osmotic

pressure exerted on the droplets∼ 0.1σ/a [235, 219].
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To test the generality of our results, we also study siliconeoil-in-water emulsions sta-

bilized by an ionic surfactant, SDS. All of the data presented in this Chapter are for the

oil-in-formamide emulsions stabilized by P105, with the exception of Figures 7.7 and

7.8, which present data for the oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by SDS. These are well-

defined and stable model systems characterized by very weak (< 1kBT) or strong (> 1kBT)

attractive interdroplet interactions using an SDS concentration only slightly greater than

or significantly greater than the critical micelle concentration (c∗ ≈ 8mM), respectively

[230, 219, 236]. We prepare the emulsions using depletion fractionation;the droplets have

a = 250nm and have low polydispersity∼ 10%. To investigate the influence of attraction

on the rheology of emulsions, we study repulsive emulsions with U < 1kBT (c = 10mM)

and attractive emulsions withU ≈ 21kBT (c= 200mM). The effective volume fractionφe f f

is defined to incorporate the effects of the thin liquid film between adjacent droplets due to

their electrostatic repulsion. We study the emulsions using oscillatory rheology on a strain-

controlled rheometer using a roughened cone-and-plate geometry with a vapor trap. Further

details and the rheology data for the SDS-stabilized repulsive emulsions are presented in

[219, 236].

7.2 Frequency-dependent mechanical response

The elastic behavior of emulsions is characterized by aω-independent regime ofG′(ω);

two examples, a repulsive emulsion withφe f f = 0.70 and an attractive emulsion with

φe f f = 0.73, are shown in the top curves of Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. Repulsive

emulsions are solid-like when packed aboveφRCPbut become fluid-like asφe f f is decreased

belowφRCP [Figure 7.1] [219]. By contrast, attractive emulsions are solid-like over a wider
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Figure 7.1:Repulsive emulsions become fluid-like below random close packing. Lin-
ear storage and loss moduli,G′(ω) (solid points) andG′′(ω) (open points), of repulsive
emulsions withU = 0, a = 128nm, andφe f f ≈ 0.70, 0.65, and 0.60 (progressively lighter
colors).

range ofφe f f [Figure 7.2]. To summarize this behavior, we plot the plateau modulusG′
p,

measured atω = 1 rad/s, as a function ofφe f f. AboveφRCP, G′
p has the same magnitude for

both attractive and repulsive emulsions as shown in Figure 7.3. This indicates that the elas-

ticity in both cases is dominated by the repulsive forces deforming the droplets. However,

G′′ is an order of magnitude larger for attractive emulsions, ascompared to the repulsive

case [Figure 7.3]. For repulsive emulsions,G′
p drops precipitously asφe f f is decreased

belowφRCP, indicating that the droplets are no longer compressed [219]; by contrast, the

elasticity of attractive emulsions persists far belowφRCP, as shown by the upper symbols in

Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.2:Attractive emulsions are elastic both above and below random close pack-
ing. Linear storage and loss moduli, (a)G′(ω) and (b)G′′(ω), of attractive emulsions
with U ≈ 9kBT, a = 100nm, andφe f f ≈ 0.73, 0.70, 0.66, and 0.62 (progressively lighter
colors). For clarity,G′ and G′′ data are multiplied by a factor of 0.5, 0.2, or 0.07 for
φe f f = 0.70,0.66, or 0.62, respectively.

7.3 Strain-dependent mechanical response

To elucidate the microscopic mechanisms for emulsion flow, we investigate the yielding

of emulsions with differentφe f f by measuring theγ-dependence ofG′ andG′′ at ω = 1

rad/s. Repulsive emulsions aboveφRCPbegin to yield atγ∗r ∼ 10% andG′′ exhibits a single,

well-defined peak at this strain, as indicated by the arrow inFigure 7.4 [219, 220, 221].

Attractive emulsions aboveφRCP begin to yield at much smaller strain. Unexpectedly,G′′

exhibits two well-defined peaks, a first atγ∗1 ∼ 1%≪ γ∗r and a second atγ∗2 ≈ γ∗r , before

falling asγ−ν ′′
, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 7.5(b). Correspondingly, G′ decreases

weakly for γ > 0.5% before falling asγ−ν ′
for γ > 10%, withν ′′ ≈ ν ′/2 [Figure 7.5(a)].

By contrast,G′′ of attractive emulsions belowφRCP only exhibits a single peak atγ∗1 , as
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Figure 7.3:Elasticities of attractive and repulsive emulsions differbelow random close
packing but are similar above it. Linear storage and loss moduli,G′

p (solid points) andG′′

(open points), measured atω = 1 rad/s, normalized by the Laplace pressureσ/a, for both
attractive and repulsive emulsions of varyingφe f f. Attractive emulsions havea = 128nm,
U ≈ 9kBT (circles),a = 106nm,U ≈ 7kBT (upward triangles), anda = 100nm,U ≈ 9kBT
(squares); repulsive emulsions havea = 128nm (diamonds) anda = 106nm (downward
triangles). The interfacial tensionσ = 6−9mN/m for the range of surfactant concentrations
used. Previous measurements ofG′

p (solid line) andG′′ (dashed line) for monodisperse
repulsive emulsions [219], horizontally shifted to account for polydispersity, agree with
our data. We findφRCP≈ 0.68−0.72, characteristic ofφRCP for spheres of comparable
polydispersity [237].
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Figure 7.5: Attractive emulsions above random close packing exhibit two peaks in
G′′(γ) at γ∗1 and γ∗2 while those below random close packing exhibit one peak atγ∗1 .
Viscoelastic moduliG′(γ) andG′′(γ) measured atω = 1 rad/s of attractive emulsions with
U ≈ 9kBT anda = 100nm (a-b) aboveφRCP (φe f f ≈ 0.73 and 0.70, progressively lighter
colors) and (c-d) belowφRCP (φe f f ≈ 0.66 and 0.62, progressively lighter colors). For
clarity, G′ andG′′ data are multiplied by a factor of 0.7, 0.3, 0.8, or 0.2 for each φe f f going
from top to bottom. Straight lines indicateG′,G′′ ∼ γ−ν ′,−ν ′′

for largeγ.
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Figure 7.6:Position of peaks inG′′(γ) for varying φe f f. Lower symbols representγ∗1 ,
upper symbols represent eitherγ∗2 or γ∗r . Attractive emulsions havea = 128nm,U ≈ 9kBT
(circles),a = 106nm,U ≈ 7kBT (upward triangles), anda = 100nm,U ≈ 9kBT (squares);
repulsive emulsions havea = 128nm (diamonds) anda = 106nm (downward triangles).

shown in Figure 5(d), andG′ decreases smoothly forγ > 0.01−1% [Figure 7.5(c)].

To understand these results, we examine theφe f f-dependence ofγ∗1. Below φRCP, γ∗1

decreases with decreasingφe f f, as shown by the lower symbols in Figure 7.6; interestingly,

this is similar to behavior predicted for particulate colloidal gels connected by “weak links”

[238]. The elasticity of these emulsions results from the attractive interdroplet bonds; these

induce the formation of a stress-bearing connected networkcomprised of compact droplet

aggregates [224, 225, 226]. We expect the elasticity to be dominated by the weakest bonds

in the network, and hence yielding begins when these are broken. In this picture, a macro-

scopic deformation∆L deforms such a bond by∆L/(L/ζ ), whereL is the system size and

ζ is the characteristic distance between the weakest bonds. The force on such a bond is thus

ka∆L/(L/ζ ) = kaζ γ, whereka is the characteristic bond stiffness. Assuming that the bond

breaks at a fixed critical forceF∗ = kaζ γ∗1 , the critical strain amplitudeγ∗1 ∝ ζ−1. Our mea-
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surements ofγ∗1 thus imply thatζ increases with decreasingφe f f, suggesting that yielding

begins at fewer, sparser weak points asφe f f is decreased. This may reflect the changing

connectivity of the emulsion: the characteristic sizeξ of the droplet aggregates comprising

the emulsion also increases with decreasingφe f f [224, 226]. If the bonds between droplet

aggregates are the weakest in the emulsion [239, 240], we would expectζ ≈ ξ to increase

with decreasingφe f f, consistent with our results.

For increasingγ, attractive emulsions both below and aboveφRCP begin to yield and

exhibit a peak inG′′ at γ ∼ γ∗1 ; in contrast, those aboveφRCP exhibit an additional peak in

G′′ at γ ∼ γ∗2 [Figure 7.5]. This observation implies the existence of an additional process

by which the structure of these emulsions must relax before they can flow. This is likely due

to the compression of the droplets: aboveφRCP, attractive emulsions require larger strain

to fully yield through the irreversible rearrangements of densely-packed droplets, just as in

the repulsive case [220, 222]. This hypothesis is supported by our observation thatγ∗2 ≈ γ∗r .

The height of the first yielding peak inG′′(γ) decreases asφe f f increases aboveφRCP,

as shown in Figure 7.5(b), reflecting the increasing relative importance of these repulsive

interactions as the droplets are increasingly compressed [241].

To test the generality of these results, we perform similar measurements on an oil-

in-water emulsion stabilized by a different surfactant. The droplets are electrostatically

stabilized by SDS, an ionic surfactant that also forms freely-dispersed globular micelles,

and have low polydispersity (∼ 10%) [219, 236]. Similar to the case of P105-stabilized

emulsions,G′
p measured for the SDS-stabilized emulsions has the same magnitude for

both attractive and repulsive emulsions packed aboveφRCP≈ 0.64 [Figure 7.7(a)]; this

indicates that the elasticity is dominated by the repulsiveforces deforming the droplets.
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Figure 7.7:Volume fraction-dependent behavior is similar for oil-in-water emulsions
stabilized by SDS.(a) Linear plateau storage modulus,G′

p [236], normalized by the
Laplace pressureσ/a and (b) position of peaks inG′′(γ), for varying φe f f. Emulsions
havea = 250nm; attractive emulsions haveU ≈ 21kBT (circles) while repulsive emulsions
haveU < 1kBT (diamonds). The interfacial tensionσ = 9.8mN/m for the range of surfac-
tant concentrations used. Upper symbols in (b) representγ∗2 while lower symbols represent
γ∗1 .
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For the repulsive emulsions,G′
p drops precipitously asφe f f is decreased belowφRCP; by

contrast, the elasticity of the attractive emulsions persists far belowφRCP [Figure 7.7(a)].

Moreover,G′′(γ) of SDS-stabilized attractive emulsions aboveφRCP exhibits two peaks

at strainsγ∗1 ∼ 1%≪ γ∗r andγ∗2 ≈ γ∗r , as indicated in Figure 7.8(b). Correspondingly,G′

decreases weakly forγ > 0.5% before falling more quickly forγ > 10% [Figure 7.8(a)].

By contrast,G′′(γ) of the attractive emulsions belowφRCPexhibits a single peak at a strain

γ∗1 , andG′ decreases smoothly forγ > 1% [Figure 7.8]. These data are similar to those

obtained for P105-stabilized emulsions; this confirms thatour results are more general.

7.4 Time scales of the structural relaxation

The frequency-dependent mechanical response of emulsionsdirectly reflects the time

scales of their structural relaxation. For repulsive emulsions aboveφRCP, G′′(ω) exhibits a

shallow minimum atω ∼ 0.1−10 rad/s resulting from the combination of viscous loss at

high ω and the configurational rearrangements of the individual droplets at lowω [Figure

7.1] [219, 221]. In contrast, for attractive emulsions,G′′(ω) exhibits a minimum atωmin≥

10 rad/s, as shown in Figure 7.2. This further suggests that attractive interactions alter the

structural relaxation of emulsions.

The structural relaxation process through which attractive emulsions yield occurs at

frequencies much lower than is accessible in a linear rheological measurement, typical of

soft glassy materials [221]. We circumvent this problem by performingω-dependent mea-

surements holding the strain rate amplitudeγ̇ = γω constant for different values oḟγ. A

relaxation process of time scaleτ gives rise to a peak inG′′(ω) at a frequency proportional

to τ−1 [221]. We observe one peak inG′′(ω) for attractive emulsions withφe f f < φRCP;
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Figure 7.8:Strain-dependent behavior is similar for oil-in-water emulsions stabilized
by SDS.Viscoelastic moduli (a)G′(γ) and (b)G′′(γ) of attractive emulsions stabilized by
SDS withU ≈ 21kBT anda = 250nm forφe f f ≈ 0.68, 0.65, 0.62, and 0.59 (progressively
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Figure 7.9:Yielding of attractive emulsions is a shear-driven process. Constantγ̇ fre-
quency sweep measurements of viscoelastic moduliG′(ω) (solid points) andG′′(ω) (open
points) for two samples witha = 100nm andU ≈ 9kBT aboveφRCP (a, φe f f ≈ 0.73) and
belowφRCP(b,φe f f ≈0.66), shifted onto a single master curve by normalizing by theshear-
rate-dependent shift factorsa(γ̇) andb(γ̇). Inset: corresponding amplitude and frequency
shift factorsa(γ̇) (triangles) andb(γ̇) versusγ̇ (squares).
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strikingly, we observe two peaks inG′′(ω) for those withφe f f > φRCP, as indicated in Fig-

ure 7.9, in stark contrast to the repulsive case [221]. This provides further confirmation that

attractive emulsions aboveφRCPundergo an additional relaxation process during yielding.

The data measured at differentγ̇ can be scaled onto a master curve by rescaling the

moduli and frequency, as shown in Figure 7.9. The frequency scaling factorb(γ̇) ∼ τ−1

[221]. We explore its dependence onγ̇ to directly probe how the time scales of the structural

relaxation processes of attractive emulsions depend on shear rate. We findb(γ̇)∼ τ−1 ∼ γ̇ν

with ν ≈ 0.8− 1 for both relaxation processes in attractive emulsions having φe f f both

below and aboveφRCP; two representative examples are shown in Figure 7.9 (inset). This

shear-driven behavior is similar to the yielding of colloidal gels [242] and to the yielding

of repulsive emulsions aboveφRCP [221].

Our data suggest a simple physical picture of emulsion flow. The rheology of emulsions

with slippery bonds of magnitudeU < 1kBT is similar to that of repulsive emulsions; in

stark contrast, emulsions withU > 7kBT show a dramatically enhanced elasticity below

φRCP. Moreover, their nonlinear rheology is markedly differentfrom the repulsive case.

These attractive emulsions begin to yield under sufficient shear through the breakage of

interdroplet bonds at weak points in the emulsion [227]. Attractive emulsions aboveφRCP

also undergo shear-induced configurational rearrangements of the densely-packed droplets,

similar to the repulsive case, at larger strain. This is reminiscent of the two-step yielding of

attractive colloidal glasses [243]. How this behavior changes with intermediate values of

U remains to be explored.

Emulsions are often used to model many other diverse physical systems and are crucial

in various technological processes. We find that their linear and nonlinear rheology depend
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sensitively on the interactions between the droplets. Our results may thus be a useful input

to such models and could help guide processes designed to control emulsion elasticity and

flow behavior.
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Buckling and crumpling of

nanoparticle-coated droplets

Suspensions of fluid droplets coated with solid colloidal particles are commonly known

as “Pickering” emulsions. Particles with suitable surfacechemistries can adsorb at the

droplet surfaces strongly, with an energy of up to hundreds of kBT. As a result, Pickering

emulsion droplets can be exceptionally stable against coalescence and Ostwald ripening,

making them useful for a wide variety of applications in which their interfacial properties

play a key role. For example, Pickering emulsion droplets are promising candidates for

encapsulating, delivering, or controllably releasing poorly soluble drugs [244]. They have

also been used as templates for fabricating hierarchical porous materials for catalysts or

filters [245].

The stability of Pickering emulsion droplets is due to the dense packing of a strongly

bound layer of colloidal particles at the fluid-fluid interface [246, 247]; this layer is hy-

pothesized to behave as a two-dimensional solid [248, 249, 250, 251, 252]. However,
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experimental approaches to verifying this suggestion havebeen limited toflat fluid inter-

faces [249, 253, 254, 255, 256]. The solid-like nature of particle-coated surfaces is also

often used to describe the curved interfaces of fluid droplets; for example, this assumption

is essential to the interpretation of rheological measurements of densely packed Pickering

emulsions [251]. Nevertheless, direct experimental evidence of the solid-like nature of the

surface of particle-coated droplets remains lacking.

An unambiguous way to confirm the solid-like behavior of a thin shell is to observe

buckling when it is strongly deformed. For example, as the volume of a thin elastic shell is

reduced, compressive stresses build up on its surface, causing localized mechanical insta-

bilities such as sharp points and bends to develop [257]. The proliferation of these localized

instabilities results in a shell with a crumpled morphology. The crumpling of fluid-filled

shells has been achieved experimentally either by uncontrollably dissolving or by evap-

orating the interior fluid for several porous capsules [258, 259, 260, 261], or by using an

externally imposed osmotic pressure [262, 263]. Few such studies exist for Pickering emul-

sions [264]. A method to controllably induce compressive stresses at Pickering emulsion

droplet surfaces is thus highly desirable to directly test their mechanical properties.

In this Chapter7, we study the structural transitions of large numbers of nanoparticle-

coated droplets as fluid is controllably pumped out of the droplet interiors. We find that a

significant fraction of droplets buckle or crumple upon volume reduction, confirming the

hypothesis that their interfaces behave like solids. The number of non-spherical droplets

as well as the resultant droplet morphology is highly dependent on the amount of volume

reduction and the average size of the droplets. All of the morphologies we observe are sta-

7Based on “Controlled buckling and crumpling of nanoparticle-coated droplets”,S. S. Datta, H. C. Shum,
and D. A. Weitz,Langmuir, 26, 18612 (2010).
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ble over a period of at least several hours. Many of these are strikingly similar to structures

observed or predicted for buckled thin continuum elastic shells. The technique presented

here provides a new and straightforward way to study the deformation behavior of thin

fluid-filled granular shells.

8.1 Formulation of Pickering emulsions

Ethylene glycol (anhydrous, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich), chlorobenzene (CHROMASOLV,

for HPLC, 99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich), glycerol (ACS reagent, 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), and

hydrophobic silica nanoparticles (diameter≈ 15 nm±30%, Tol-ST, Nissan Chemical Inc.)

were used as received. Some samples were made using ethyleneglycol and chloroben-

zene dried by tumbling with molecular sieves (3Å, beads, 4-8 mesh, Sigma-Aldrich) and

filtered with a 0.2µm filter. The samples prepared with the dried reagents showedno no-

ticeable difference in the final results, as compared to samples prepared with reagents used

as received.

Emulsions were produced at a volume fraction of∼61% by mixing known masses of

ethylene glycol containing 1% glycerol (to minimize Ostwald ripening) and chlorobenzene

containing a suitable amount of nanoparticle suspension. These were mechanically agitated

by intensive vortexing for 10-40 minutes. This procedure forms extremely stable “water-

in-oil” emulsions with ethylene glycol/glycerol as the dispersed phase and chlorobenzene

as the continuous phase. This suggests that the silica nanoparticles have a contact angle

close to 90◦, but are more preferentially wet by chlorobenzene [265]. Furthermore, these

samples have surprisingly low polydispersities (∼30%) given the inhomogeneous shear

rates that arise during emulsification.
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Ethylene glycol is partially soluble in chlorobenzene at a concentration of∼1.5µL g−1.

This is determined in two ways. First, the conductivities ofboth unsaturated chlorobenzene

(σunsat) and chlorobenzene that has been saturated with ethylene glycol (σsat) were mea-

sured, as well as the conductivity of ethylene glycol (σEG). The saturation concentration

of ethylene glycol in chlorobenzene (csat) was then calculated by linearly interpolating be-

tweenσunsat andσEG using the relationσsat ≈ σunsat+ csatσEG. Second, the saturation

concentration was directly measured by mixing measured amounts of ethylene glycol with

chlorobenzene until the resulting solution is no longer visibly homogenous. Values of sat-

uration concentration of ethylene glycol in chlorobenzenefrom the two measurements are

in good agreement.

To controllably pump a known volume of fluid from inside the droplets, a measured

quantity of emulsion is added to a suitable amount of unsaturated chlorobenzene. This is

then tumbled gently for several days.

Droplet morphologies were characterized using optical microscopy at a range of mag-

nifications (10x-100x), using either a Leica SP5 confocal microscope operating in bright-

field mode or a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E. Samples were imaged insealed glass capillaries

or sealed imaging chambers made from polyether ether ketone(PEEK) spacers.

8.2 Volume-controlled morphological transitions

We use hydrophilic silica nanoparticles that are coated with a diffuse layer of alkane,

rendering them partially hydrophobic and partially hydrophilic. Thus, they are wetted by

both dispersed and continuous phases, and the three-phase contact angle characterizing the

placement of the nanoparticles at the interface between thetwo phases is close to 90◦. As a
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result, once a nanoparticle is mechanically driven to this interface during the emulsification

process, it is confined within a potential well of depth as large as hundreds ofkBT [266].

This makes the emulsions used in this work highly stable for at least several weeks.

Due to the strong attachment of the nanoparticles to the droplet surfaces, the average

droplet size is controlled by the concentration of nanoparticles used to prepare the samples

[267]. The average droplet diameterd is related to the volume concentrationcp of nanopar-

ticles with respect to the dispersed phase byd = 8φAnap/cp, whereφA is the fraction of

the droplet surfaces that is covered with nanoparticles,n is the average number of nanopar-

ticle layers covering the droplets, andap is the nanoparticle radius. This equation fits our

data very well over a wide range, as shown in Figure 8.1. Usingthis fit, we estimate that

the droplet surfaces are coated with a monolayer of nanoparticles with surface coverage

φA = 80±2%.

A closed solid shell with a fixed surface area must deform as its volume is reduced

and compressive stresses develop in the shell wall. These stresses are typically relieved

through buckling events, in which the shell is strongly deformed only at points and lines

on its surface [257]. Motivated by this, we develop a technique to study the mechanical

properties of our Pickering emulsion droplet surfaces by reducing their average volume in a

controlled manner. To achieve volume reduction, we use a dispersed phase whose solubility

in the continuous phase is measured to be∼ 0.17 vol%. Thus mixing a Pickering emulsion

with unsaturated continuous phase causes a finite amount of the dispersed phase to be

pumped out of the droplets until the solubility limit of the continuous phase is reached. We

calculate the average decrease in droplet volume∆V relative to the original droplet volume

V0 to be ∆V/V0 ≈ 0.0017Vadd/φVs, whereφ is the emulsion volume fraction,Vs is the
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Figure 8.1: Average droplet diameter d of Pickering emulsion prepared at differ-
ent nanoparticle concentrationscp. White square represents a sample made by adding
nanoparticles to the sample represented by the white circle; white triangle represents a sam-
ple made by adding more dispersed phase to the sample represented by the white square.
Vertical error bars indicate standard deviation of area-weighted size distribution, while hor-
izontal error bars indicate estimated uncertainty incp. Solid line indicates inverse depen-
dence ofd with cp (d = 8φAnap/cp) as discussed in the text.
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Figure 8.2:Forcing droplets to buckle by shrinking them. (A) Schematic illustrating the
controlled reduction of droplet volume of Pickering emulsion droplets. (B) Optical micro-
graph of a crumpled droplet with fluorescently labeled dispersed phase (green overlaid);
scale bar is 5µm.

initial sample volume, andVadd is the volume of additional unsaturated continuous phase.

For each value ofVadd, we use optical microscopy to quantify the fraction of droplets that

were clearly buckled or crumpled, analyzing a total of 3759 droplets. The pumping process

presented here is analogous to applying a pressure difference across the particle-coated

droplet surface. Similar to studies of osmotically-induced buckling of hollow capsules

[262], our technique involves the addition of a chemical speciesthat forces solvent to be

expelled from the droplet interiors. A key advantage of thisapproach is that it enables the

simultaneous investigation of the buckling of large numbers of Pickering emulsion droplets

of varying sizes, yielding statistics of this process unlike approaches using pendant drop

tensiometry [268] or a syringe [264] to shrink individual macroscopic droplets.

To study the mechanical nature of the particle-coated droplet surfaces, we observe their

morphologies as their volume is reduced. Strikingly, a considerable fraction of the droplets
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become non-spherical due to buckling or crumpling (Figure 8.2), unambiguously demon-

strating that their surfaces are solid. AsVadd and hence the degree of pumping is increased,

more droplets are deformed. To further understand the properties of the droplet surfaces,

we explicitly consider the microscopic interactions between the nanoparticles.

The van der Waals interaction can be estimated byUvdW = Aap/12l , whereA is

the Hamaker constant,ap is the nanoparticle radius, andl is the distance between the

nanoparticle surfaces. Using typical values ofA ≈ 10− 20 J andl ≈ 0.5 nm, we esti-

mateUvdW ≈ 3kBT and hence, the two-dimensional shear modulusG′
2D ≈UvdW/a2

p ≈ 0.2

mN m−1.

In the bulk continuous phase, the nanoparticles possess very weak attractions, whereas

in the bulk dispersed phase the nanoparticles are much more strongly attractive due to the

interpenetration of the alkyl chains coating the colloidalparticles. The maximum value

of these attractive interactions can be estimated byUattr ≈ πapL2|1/2− χ|/vm whereL

is the thickness of the surface coating layer,χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter

appropriate for the dispersed phase, andvm is the volume of a solvent molecule [269].

Using suitable values ofL ≈ 0.5 nm, χ ≤ 10, andvm ≈ 3 Å3, we estimate a maximum

value ofUatt ≈ 104kBT; thus,G′
2D ≈Uatt/a2

p ≈ 700 mN m−1.

By modeling a particle monolayer at a fluid interface interacting via capillary forces

[270] as an isotropic solid, Vellaet al. [249] and Arditty et al. [251]independently devel-

oped an estimate for its Youngs modulus:E ∼ 5γ/ap, whereγ is the fluid-fluid interfacial

tension andap is the particle radius. Using the interfacial tension for our system mea-

sured using pendant drop tensiometry (γ ≈ 7 mN m−1), we use the expression forE to

estimate the energy of capillary interactions asUcap≈ Ea3
p = 5γa2

p ≈ 500kBT and hence
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Figure 8.3: Rheology of the particle interface. Interfacial shear and loss moduliG′
2D

(closed circles) andG′′
2D (open circles) as a function of applied strain at a fixed angular

frequency of 5 rads s−1 (left image) and as a function of angular frequency at a fixed strain
of 0.1% (right image).

the two-dimensional shear modulusG′
2D ≈Ucap/a2

p ≈ 40 mN m−1.

These simple estimates suggest that the surface shear modulus at the droplet interfaces

is likely to be determined predominantly by interparticle attractions due to their surface

functionalization and capillary interactions, and is in the rangeG′
2D ≈ 40−700 mN m−1.

We also use interfacial rheology to directly measureG′
2D for the flat fluid-fluid interface

saturated with an excess of nanoparticles. We place an excess amount of nanoparticles at

a flat interface between ethylene glycol and chlorobenzene and use an Anton-Paar Phys-

ica MCR501 rheometer equipped with an Interfacial RheologySystem. We use a bicone

geometry to directly measure the interfacial elastic and loss moduliG′
2D andG′′

2D as a func-

tion of applied strain and frequency. The results, shown in Figure 8.3, indicate that the

layer of nanoparticles has mechanical properties similar to a soft glassy material [256] with

G′
2D ≈ 0.05 Pa m = 50 mN m−1.

Furthermore, because our nanoparticles are highly polydisperse, their structure at a
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droplet surface is likely to be amorphous, in contrast to systems with monodisperse par-

ticles in which crystalline defects play a significant role [271, 272]. Thus, the droplet

surfaces can be thought of as thin, porous, solid granular shells. The approach presented

here is a powerful means to study volume-controlled morphological transitions of fluid-

filled granular shells in a well-defined manner, by subjecting large numbers of droplets to

the same degree of pumping.

8.3 Size-dependent morphologies

Unlike the case of a sheet, deforming a thin elastic shell requires it to both bend and

stretch [273]; thus, the buckling and crumpling behavior of such shells is typically un-

derstood by considering the energies associated with both of these deformation modes.

Because stretching deformations require more energy than bending [274], they tend to be

focused at points and lines, leading to localized mechanical instabilities that develop as the

shell is increasingly deformed. While the mechanical properties of densely packed par-

ticles at fluid-fluid interfaces is typically interpreted within the framework of continuum

elasticity [248, 249], it is still not clear that this approach is appropriate forparticle-coated

droplets [275, 276]. To explore the similarities between classical thin elastic shells and our

particle-coated droplets, we study the size dependence of droplet buckling as well as the

morphologies of buckled and crumpled droplets.

By considering the shell size dependence of the energy required to form a depression in

an elastic spherical shell, an analysis based on classical elasticity theory predicts that larger

droplets should buckle more easily than smaller droplets [258]. To test this, we prepare

samples consisting of droplets of three different average sizes, and controllably reduce
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Figure 8.4:Volume change controls amount of buckling.A plot of the fraction of buck-
led/crumpled droplets as a function of calculated relativechange in droplet volume for
samples of average droplet diametersd = 14.7µm (red circles), 34.7µm (blue squares),
and 44.1µm (green triangles). Solid lines are guides to the eye. Insetshows optical micro-
graphs of two different samples: left has undergone weak pumping, right has undergone
stronger pumping.
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their average volume. Crucially, our data clearly show thatlarger droplets require a smaller

relative decrease in their volume than do smaller droplets to crumple by the same fraction,

as shown in Figure 8.4. This suggests that larger droplets crumple more easily, which is in

agreement with the idea of having a thin shell of densely-packed colloids covering the fluid

droplets.

Our approach is a useful way to characterize the morphological transitions undergone

by droplets at varying degrees of pumping. For weak pumping,the droplets are often non-

spherical, forming polyhedra with multiple flat facets separated by straight edges (Figure

8.5A). Similar shapes have been achieved previously for particle-coated bubbles or droplets

that have coalesced or that have forcibly undergone plasticdeformation [277]. In our sys-

tem, however, it is likely that such shapes arise from the presence of localized defects in

the granular shell. These can mediate the structural transitions of the shell due to volume

pumping in a manner similar to that in which fivefold disclinations can lead to faceting

of crystalline granular shells [278]. For intermediate pumping, droplets develop dimples

or corrugations of size∼ 1− 10µm on their surfaces (Figure 8.5B). These are reminis-

cent of post-buckling structures for thin shells under pressure [279] or core-shell structures

whose shells have experienced significant compressive stresses [262, 259]. As pumping

increases, droplets have more crumpled morphologies with increasing numbers of dim-

ples developing; this is consistent with the notion that crumpling may be thought of as a

sequential buckling process [257]. For stronger pumping, dimples grow into cusps and

ridges spanning a wide range of size scales (∼ 0.1− 100µm) joining points of maximal

curvature (Figure 8.5C). Due to the fixed surface area of the shell, these cusps and ridges

start to interact with each other as fluid is pumped out of the droplets, as demonstrated
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by the increasing numbers of longer and sharper cusps and ridges shown in Figure 8.5C.

This suggests that in-plane stretching of the nanoparticlenetwork at the droplet surface is

energetically more costly than bending, as in the case of thin continuum sheets, and stress

is localized heterogeneously on the droplet surface.

These observations strongly support the hypothesis that a sufficiently densely packed

layer of colloidal particles at a fluid-fluid interface acts like a solid. In particular, the

nonuniform capillary stresses associated with the highly deformed morphologies adopted

by our droplets must be supported by localized stresses in the solid granular shell; other-

wise, these would be pulled back to a spherical shape by the fluid-fluid interfacial tension

[277, 250, 280, 281]. Moreover, all observed morphologies are “frozen-in”; they are stable

over an observation time of hours. Furthermore, when subjected to a shear flow, buckled

droplets undergo rigid-body rotation as expected for a solid shell. This is clearly different

from the tank treading motion expected for a droplet with a fluid surface [282], confirming

that the particles form a solid layer at the droplet interfaces.

In addition to the typical morphologies shown in Figure 8.5A-C, droplets exhibit a num-

ber of other buckled structures. These include multifaceted polyhedral indentations con-

sisting of up to eight vertices (Figures 8.5D and 8.6); sharply-defined creases and ridges

that meet at individual points (Figure 8.5E); and elongatedshapes strongly reminiscent of

folded monosulcate lily pollen grains [285] (Figure 8.5F). The observation of such a variety

of buckled structures suggests that the mechanical properties of the interfaces of the Pick-

ering droplets are non-uniform. The morphologies observedare strikingly similar to those

seen for thin continuum elastic shells possessing locally more compliant areas on their sur-

face. For example, a spherical cap with a single point-like “weak spot” develops a faceted
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Figure 8.5:Optical micrographs of different buckled droplets. (A-C) show characteris-
tic shapes at increasing levels of pumping, ranging from weak pumping (A), intermediate
pumping (B), and strong pumping (C). Typical buckled structures also include multifaceted
polyhedral indentations (D), stretching ridges,d-cones, and “swallowtail” folds (E), and
elongated “football” structures (F). Bottom-left inset to(F) shows representative end-on
view. All scale bars are 5µm. Colored insets show macroscopic analogues of buckled
structures: point indentation of a bottle using a pen [283] (D), creases and ridges in crum-
pled paper [284] (E), and elongated dessicated pollen granule [285] (F).

Figure 8.6:Optical micrographs of different buckled droplets. We observe multifaceted
polyhedral indentations having three (A), four (B), and six(C) vertices. All scale bars are
5 µm.
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polyhedral indentation within its surface upon volume reduction, similar to the structure

shown in Figure 8.5D [283, 285]. In folded sheets and large crumpled shells, multiple

point-like singularities connected by stretching ridges give rise to morphologies similar to

that shown in Figure 8.5E [257, 286, 287, 284]. A “weak spot” extended along a line on

the surface of a shell, such as at a grain boundary [271], gives rise to an elongated structure

upon volume reduction as in the droplet shown in Figure 8.5F [285]. These comparisons

suggest that the observed non-uniform crumpling morphologies can be attributed to hetero-

geneities in the colloidal shell of the Pickering droplets that inevitably arise during sample

preparation. The compliant areas in the surfaces of Pickering emulsions likely guide the

development of deformations during volume reduction, giving rise to the rich diversity of

post-buckling morphologies. Thus, by tuning the arrangements of particles at the droplet

interfaces, the crumpling morphologies can potentially becontrolled.

In conclusion, we present a straightforward and general method for buckling and crum-

pling statistically significant numbers of nanoparticle-coated droplets by pumping fluid out

of the droplet interiors. Increasing numbers of droplets buckle and crumple as their aver-

age volume is reduced. The extent to which droplets are buckled or crumpled depends on

the average droplet size, with larger droplets crumpling more easily than smaller droplets in

agreement with ideas based on continuum elasticity theory.As they undergo volume reduc-

tion, droplets become increasingly non-spherical and develop progressively more dimples,

suggesting that crumpling may be thought of as a sequential buckling process. For stronger

pumping, cusps and sharply curved ridges develop and grow. The structures of our buckled

Pickering emulsions are strikingly similar to the buckled shapes of thin continuum elastic

shells. Our approach is a new means to realize stable non-spherical fluid droplets, and our
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observations show that the droplet surfaces are solid-like. The technique presented here

offers a route to systematically study the morphological transitions of thin fluid-filled gran-

ular shells undergoing volume reduction and to explore the similarities between these and

“classical” thin elastic shells.
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Buckling of inhomogeneous

microcapsules

An important stimulus for microcapsule release is an externally imposed stress. This

idea is central to one of the earliest and most ubiquitous applications of microcapsules: to

encapsulate and release the colorless ink used in carbonless copy paper. The microcapsules

coat each sheet of paper, only releasing the encapsulated ink when pressed on sufficiently

hard by a pen; the released ink then reacts with a developer coating the underlying sheet,

forming a mark that reproduces the pen’s trace [81]. In this application, as in numerous

others, the utility of the microcapsules depends sensitively on the mechanical properties of

their shells.

One common way of characterizing this behavior is to monitorhow a microcapsule re-

sponds to an externally-imposed pressure. For small pressures, a homogeneous, spherical

shell, characterized by a uniform thickness, supports a compressive stress, and it shrinks

isotropically. Above a threshold pressure, however, this shrinkage becomes energetically
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prohibitive; instead, the shell buckles, reducing its volume by forming a localized in-

dentation at a random position on its surface. For the case ofa homogeneous shell, this

threshold pressure can be calculated using a linearized analysis of shell theory [279, 288],

while the exact morphology of the shell after it buckles requires a full nonlinear analysis

[289, 290, 283]. However, many microcapsule shells are inhomogeneous, characterized by

spatially-varying thicknesses and elastic constants. Such inhomogeneities can strongly in-

fluence how a shell buckles [285, 279, 291, 292, 293, 294, 295]. Unfortunately, despite its

common occurrence in real microcapsules, exactly how inhomogeneity influences the onset

of buckling, as well as the microcapsule morphology after buckling, remains to be eluci-

dated. A deeper understanding requires careful investigations of the buckling of spherical

microcapsules with shells having tunable, well-defined, inhomogeneities.

In this Chapter8, we use a combination of experiments, theory, and simulation to study

the buckling of spherical microcapsules with inhomogeneous shells of non-uniform thick-

nesses. We show that the onset of buckling, above a thresholdexternal osmotic pressure,

is well described by shell theory; however, even above this threshold, the microcapsules do

not buckle immediately. We find that the time delay before theonset of buckling decreases

as the shells are made more inhomogeneous; these dynamics can be quantitatively under-

stood by coupling shell theory with Darcy’s law for flow through a porous microcapsule

shell, even for highly inhomogeneous shells. Moreover, we find that the shell inhomogene-

ity guides the folding pathway taken by a microcapsule during and after buckling. We use

8Based on “Delayed buckling and guided folding of inhomogeneous capsules”,S. S. Datta∗, S-H Kim∗,
J. Paulose∗, A. Abbaspourrad, D. R. Nelson, and D. A. Weitz,Physical Review Letters109, 134302 (2012)
and “Controlling release from double emulsion-templated microcapsules”,S. S. Datta∗, A. Abbaspourrad∗,
E. Amstad, J. Fan, S-H Kim, M. Romanowsky, H. C. Shum, B. J. Sun, A. S. Utada, M. Windbergs, S. Zhu,
and D. A. Weitz, to be submitted (2013) *Equal contribution.
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these insights to controllably create novel colloidal structures using buckling.

9.1 Microcapsule fabrication

Microcapsules can be fabricated using a variety of techniques, including spray drying

[296, 297, 298], electrospraying [299, 300, 301], coextrusion [302, 303, 304], interfacial

polymerization [305, 306, 307], polymer phase separation [308, 309], layer-by-layer depo-

sition [74, 310, 311], or membrane emulsification [312, 313]. However, the highly variable

shear typically used in these approaches yields microcapsules with polydisperse sizes and

structures, and consequently, poorly controlled loading levels and release kinetics – even

within the same batch. This can severely limit the use of microcapsules in many practical

applications. Microfluidic technologies offer exquisite control over the flows of multiple

fluids, and thus, a way to overcome these limitations. One particularly promising route

is the use of microfluidics to produce double emulsions, drops of the core material within

drops of another fluid, which are themselves suspended in a continuous fluid phase. The

middle phase can then be solidified, yielding microcapsules. The interfacial tensions be-

tween the different fluids forces the drops to be spherical; moreover, the drop sizes are

determined by the shear forces exerted on the flowing fluids, which can be carefully tuned

in a microfluidic device. As a result, double emulsion drops generated in microfluidics, and

the microcapsules made from them, can be highly monodisperse, with compositions and

morphologies that can be manipulated with a remarkable degree of accuracy.

We fabricate monodisperse thin-shelled microcapsules using water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W)

droplets prepared with two different types of glass capillary microfluidic devices. To

make microcapsules withh0/R0 = 0.017, we use a device composed of a hydrophobic
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Figure 9.1: Microfluidic production of double emulsion drops with h0/R0 = 0.017.
Scale bar is 200µm.

Figure 9.2:Microfluidic production of double emulsion drops with (b) h0/R0 = 0.019
and (c)h0/R0 = 0.1. Scale bars are 100µm.
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Figure 9.3:Monodisperse microcapsules.Scale bars in (a) and (b) are 500µm and 200
µm, respectively.

Figure 9.4: SEM showing inhomogeneous microcapsule shell.Shells buckle at the
thinnest part; as a result, the thinnest part contacts the thickest part of the shell. Right
panel: the left arrow shows the thickest part of the shell, and the right arrow shows the
thinnest part of the shell; the solid in between the two partsof the shell is precipitated PVA.
Scale bar is 2µm.
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tapered injection capillary (World Precision Instruments, Inc., 1B100-6), pre-treated with

n-octadecyltrimethoxyl silane (Aldrich), inserted in a second square capillary (AIT glass);

the inner diameter of the square capillary and the outer diameter of the injection capillary

are both 1 mm. Furthermore, a small tapered capillary is inserted into the injection cap-

illary to simultaneously inject two immiscible fluids, as shown in Figure 9.1. To confine

the flow near the injection tip and thereby increase the flow velocity, a hydrophilic circular

capillary, pre-treated with 2-[methoxy(polyethyleneoxy)propyl] trimethoxyl silane (Gelest,

Inc.), is inserted into the square capillary at its other end.

To make W/O/W double emulsion droplets, we simultaneously introduce two immisci-

ble phases, 10 wt% aqueous solution of poly (vinylalcohol) (PVA, Mw 13000-23000) and

ethoxylated trimethylolpropane triacrylate (ETPTA) containing 0.2 wt% photoinitiator (2-

hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone, Aldrich), through the injection capillary at flow rates of

300µL h−1 and 150µL h−1, respectively. The aqueous solution is saturated with ETPTA

before injection to prevent diffusion of ETPTA molecules through water. We use the same

aqueous solution of PVA as the continuous phase; this is injected through the square cap-

illary at the flow rate of 3000µL h−1. Because of the hydrophobic nature of the injection

capillary, the ETPTA flows along the inner surface of the injection capillary; by contrast,

the aqueous solution flows through the center of the injection capillary as plug-like droplets

that do not contact the wall. These plug-like droplets are emulsified at the tip of the injec-

tion capillary, resulting in monodisperse double emulsiondroplets with an ultra-thin middle

layer as shown in Figure 9.1(b). The ETPTA formed between plug-like droplets produces

large blobs at the tip of the injection capillary; we separate these from the double emulsion

droplets by exploiting their density difference. We prepare thin-shelled microcapsules by
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photo-polymerization of the droplet middle phase, ETPTA.

To make microcapsules withh0/R0 = 0.019 and 0.1, we use a device composed of hy-

drophobic injection and collection capillaries as shown inFigure 9.2(a). The innermost

aqueous phase is injected through the injection capillary and the middle ETPTA phase is

injected through the interstices of the injection and the square capillaries. The continuous

aqueous phase is injected through the interstices of the collection and the square capillar-

ies as a counter flow to the innermost and the middle phases. These three streams flow

coaxially through the orifice of the collection capillary, making double emulsion drops in

a dripping mode. Forh0/R0 = 0.019, flow rates of the innermost, the middle, and the con-

tinuous phases are kept at 400, 80, 2000µL h−1, respectively, as shown in Figure 9.2(b).

For h0/R0 = 0.1, flow rates of the innermost, the middle, and the continuousphases are

kept at 200, 100, 2000µL h−1, respectively, as shown in Figure 9.2(c). Optical microscope

images of monodisperse microcapsules withtw = 1 min are shown in Figure 9.3.

To make microcapsules with two or three spherical compartments, we employ two-step

emulsification in a capillary microfluidic device. Inner water drops are produced at the tip

of small tapered capillary in a dripping mode, which in turn are encapsulated into oil drops

at the tip of injection capillary. Through precise control of flow rates of three streams, we

can manipulate generation frequency of inner water drops and outer oil drops. Therefore,

the number of inner drops confined in outer drop is controllable. To make the thin shell,

the flow rate of middle oil stream is maintained to be small enough to encapsulate two or

three inner drops with nonspherical envelope. The nonspherical double emulsion drops are

polymerized byin-situ UV irradiation, resulting in microcapsules with multiple spherical

compartments.
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The PVA solution is less dense than the oil; as a result, afterthe droplets are produced

and collected, the light inner water droplets gradually rise within them. This causes the oil

to gradually thin on the top side of each droplet and thicken on the bottom [314]. We exploit

this effect to prepare microcapsules, with outer radiusR0, and spatially-varying shell thick-

nessh(θ) ≈ h0−δcosθ ; θ is measured from the top of the gravitationally-oriented shell,

h0 is the average shell thickness, andδ is the total distance moved by the inner droplet, as

shown schematically in Figure 9.5(a). The shell inhomogeneity can thus be quantified by

the ratioδ/h0. We use UV light to polymerize the oil either as the microcapsules are pro-

ducedin situ, or after different average waiting times,tw; this enables us to prepare separate

batches of microcapsules characterized by varying degreesof shell inhomogeneity. We use

either scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or confocal microscopy to directly measure the

microcapsule geometrical characteristics.

Microcapsules photopolymerizedin situare prepared in the following manner: As soon

as the drops flow out from the nozzle of a microfluidic device towater bath containing 8

wt% aqueous solution of PVA which is saturated with ETPTA, they are polymerized by

continuous UV irradiation (Omnicure S1000).

Microcapsules withtw = 5 s or 1 min are prepared in the following manner: As they are

continuously produced from the nozzle of the microfluidic device, the droplets are collected

into a chamber containing 8 wt% aqueous solution of PVA saturated with ETPTA and are

repetitively irradiated with UV irradiation (Omnicure S1000) of duration 1 second, fully

polymerizing the ETPTA into a thin solid shell, every 2× tw. This forms a population

of microcapsules that have remained quiescent in the collection chamber for an average

waiting time oftw before polymerization.
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Microcapsules withtw = 1 hr, 1 day, 2 days or 5 days are prepared in the following

manner: As they are continuously produced from the nozzle ofthe microfluidic device, the

droplets are collected for a total time of 10 min into a chamber containing 10 wt% aqueous

solution of PVA saturated with ETPTA. They are then photopolymerized after a waiting

time of tw−5min.

Some microcapsules are subsequently washed in de-ionized water after they are col-

lected. The shell is a solid characterized by a Young’s modulusE ≈ 600 MPa [315]; im-

portantly, while this shell is impermeable to Na+ and Cl− ions, it is permeable to water

[316].

9.2 Onset of microcapsule buckling

To probe their mechanical response, we subject inhomogeneous microcapsules, char-

acterized bytw = 1 min, δ/h0 ≈ 0.2 andh0/R0 = 0.017, to an external osmotic pressure

by injecting and gently mixing 20µL of the microcapsule suspension into a fixed vol-

ume of NaCl solution,VNaCl ≈ 130− 400 µL. We investigate the pressure dependence

of buckling using NaCl concentrations in the range 0.063-2.165 M. Estimating the to-

tal volume of the injected microcapsules using optical microscopy allows us to calcu-

late the final NaCl concentration of the outer phase, which then ranges fromcNaCl =

0.055− 2.068 M. These correspond to osmotic pressure differences across the shell of

Π = (2cNaCl + Πout−Πin)×NAkBT = 0.025−10.09 MPa, whereNA is Avogadro’s con-

stant,kB is Boltzmann’s constant,T ≈ 300 K, andΠout andΠin are the measured osmolari-

ties of the fluids outside and inside the microcapsules, respectively, in the absence of NaCl.
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For each batch of microcapsules studied, we monitor an average of 75 microcapsules over

time using optical microscopy.

The osmotic pressure difference across these inhomogeneous shells forces the micro-

capsules to buckle; we observe the abrupt formation of localized indentations in the shells,

as shown in Figure 9.5(b). For each osmotic pressure investigated, the fraction of the micro-

capsules that buckle increases over time, eventually plateauing, as shown in Figure 9.5(c).

We quantify this behavior by fitting this increase to an empirical exponential relationship,

exemplified by the smooth lines in Figure 9.5(c). The plateauvalue of this function yields

a measure of the total fraction of the microcapsules that ultimately buckle over sufficiently

long times, while the time constant of this function yields ameasure of the time delay

before the onset of buckling,τ. For sufficiently largeΠ, the total fraction of the micro-

capsules that ultimately buckle increases dramatically with increasingΠ, as shown by the

grey circles in Figure 9.5(d); this indicates that the microcapsules buckle above a threshold

pressure,Π∗. We empirically fit these data using the cumulative distribution function of a

normal distribution, shown by the black line in Figure 9.5(d); the mean value and standard

deviation of this fit yield a measure ofΠ∗ and the spread inΠ∗, respectively.

We study the geometry dependence ofΠ∗ by performing additional measurements on

inhomogeneous microcapsules, polymerizedin situ, with different shell thicknesses and

radii; these are characterized byδ/h0 ≈ 0.2, andh0/R0 = 0.019 orh0/R0 = 0.1. Similar

to theh0/R0 = 0.017 case, for sufficiently largeΠ, the total fraction of the microcapsules

that ultimately buckle increases dramatically with increasingΠ, as shown by the red trian-

gles and blue squares in Figure 9.5(d). Interestingly, we find that the threshold buckling

pressureΠ∗ ∼ (h0/R0)
2 [Figure 9.5(d), inset]; this observation is reminiscent ofthe pre-
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Figure 9.5:Buckling of inhomogeneous microcapsules.(a) Schematic showing the mi-
crocapsule geometry investigated. (b) Upper: buckling of amicrocapsule; scale bar is
20µm. Lower: buckling begins at the thinnest part of the shell for microcapsules with
thickness inhomogeneityδ/h0 ≈ 0.84; scale bars are 50µm. (c) Fraction of microcapsules
buckled over time, for three different osmotic pressuresΠ. Capsules have mean shell thick-
nessh0 = 1.2µm, outer radiusR0 = 70µm, andδ/h0 = 0.20. Smooth lines show exponen-
tial fits. (d) Total fraction of microcapsules that ultimately buckle over time for varyingΠ,
for capsules withh0,R0, andδ/h0 = 1.2µm, 70µm, and 0.20 (grey circles), 1.3µm, 67µm,
and 0.23 (red triangles), and 5.5µm, 55µm, and 0.19 (blue squares). Smooth curves are
fits to the data using the cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution. Inset
shows mean osmotic pressure of each fit versush0/R0; vertical and horizontal error bars
show standard deviation of each fit and estimated variation in h0/R0, respectively. Straight
line shows(h0/R0)

2 scaling. (e) Time delay before the onset of buckling,τ, normalized by
h2

0, for varyingΠ, for the same microcapsules as in (d). Filled points showΠ > Π∗ while
open points showΠ < Π∗. Vertical error bars show uncertainty arising from estimated
variation inh0. Black line showsΠ−1 scaling. (f) Time delayτ decreases with the wait
time before a shell is polymerized,tw; microcapsules haveh0 = 1.2µm andR0 = 70µm,
and are buckled atΠ ≈ 0.86 MPa> Π∗. Black line shows theoretical prediction coupling
shell theory and Darcy’s law, as described in the text, withk≈ 3.5×10−24 m2.
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diction of shell theory for the buckling of auniformshell [288], despite the fact that our

microcapsules are inhomogeneous. To understand this behavior, we consider the local de-

formability of an inhomogeneous shell at various points on its surface. Because the 2D

stretching and bending stiffnesses scale as∼ h and∼ h3 [317], respectively, the thinnest

part of the shell, whereh ≈ h0− δ , should be the easiest to deform. We directly visual-

ize that buckling begins at this “weak spot” using confocal microscopy of inhomogeneous

microcapsules with fluorescent shells characterized byδ/h0 ≈ 0.84 [Figure 9.5(b), lower

panel]. Consequently, we expect the onset of buckling to be governed by deformations in

this part of the shell. To quantify this expectation, we apply shell theory to an inhomo-

geneous shell characterized by the same geometry as the experimental microcapsules [5];

this analysis yieldsΠ∗ = 2E√
3(1−ν2)

(

h0−δ
R0

)2
≈ 470(h0/R0)

2 MPa, assuming a Poisson ra-

tio ν ≈ 1/3. The dependence ofΠ∗ on h0−δ confirms our expectation that the threshold

buckling pressure is set by the thinnest part of the inhomogeneous shell. Moreover, we find

Π∗(R0/h0)
2 ≈ 600±200 MPa for the experimental microcapsules [solid line, Figure 9.5(d)

inset], in good agreement with our theoretical prediction.This indicates that the onset of

microcapsule buckling is well described by shell theory.

9.3 Dynamics of microcapsule buckling

Within this framework, forΠ > Π∗, a microcapsule remains spherical before it buckles;

it initially responds to the applied pressure by contracting uniformly, reducing its volume

from its initial value,V0, by a threshold amount∆V∗, before buckling. We find that the

time delay before the onset of buckling,τ, strongly decreases with increasing osmotic

pressureΠ > Π∗, as shown by the filled points in Figure 9.5(e). We hypothesize that this
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Figure 9.6:Measuring microcapsule permeability. Change in the volume of a circular
indentation formed in a microcapsule,∆Vcap, over time∆t. The indentation forms at∆t = 0.
Top left panel shows the top view of the indentation formation, measured using optical
microscopy; we use image processing to detect the edge of theindentation, shown in the
panel to the right, and track the radius of the indentation over time, r(t). We assume a
spherical cap geometry, schematically shown in the side view, to calculate∆Vcap; the data
are shown for three different capsules (different colors).We fit the small-time dynamics
(∆t < 102s) to measure the permeability. The microcapsules haveh0/R0 = 0.1 andδ/h0 ≈
0.2, and are buckled atΠ = 10 MPa.

behavior reflects the dynamics of the fluid flow through the microcapsule shell; for the

microcapsule to buckle, a volume∆V∗ of fluid must be ejected from its interior. The time

delay can then be estimated asτ = ∆V∗/Q, where both∆V∗ andQ, the volumetric rate

of fluid ejection from the microcapsule interior, are functions ofδ/h0. We calculate∆V∗

for inhomogeneous shells using shell theory and validate the calculations with numerical

simulations [5]; the fluid ejection rateQ follows from integrating Darcy’s law over the

surface of the microcapsule geometry shown in Figure 9.5(a).

The buckling of a microcapsule is driven by the fluid ejectionfrom the microcapsule
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interior, due to the imposed osmotic pressure difference across the microcapsule shell,Π.

This is resisted by the mechanical pressure required to compress the shell,Πm, at most

Πm ≈ 2E(1−ν)−1h0(1/R∗−1/R0) ≈ 3E(h0/R0)[(1−∆V∗/V0)
−1/3−1], whereR∗ is the

radius of the shell at buckling. For the shells studied in this work,Πm < Π∗; we thus expect

the buckling dynamics to be dominated by the imposed osmoticpressure forΠ ≫ Π∗, and

we neglectΠm in the simple model presented here.

We now estimate the flow rate out of an inhomogeneous microcapsule due toΠ; the

microcapsule has shell thicknessh(θ) = h0−δcosθ . We use spherical coordinates(r,θ ,φ)

centered on the microcapsule center. For an arbitrary area element dA on the shell surface

at (R0,θ ,φ), the local volumetric ejection rate is given by Darcy’s law,dA ·Πk/µh(θ),

wherek is the shell permeability andµ is the fluid viscosity. Integrating this over the entire

shell surface yields the total ejection rate through the shell:

Q = R2
0

∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ π

0
sinθ

Πk
µ(h0−δcosθ)

dθ =
4πR2

0Πk

µh0
· 1

2δ/h0
ln

(

1+δ/h0

1−δ/h0

)

(9.1)

The time delay before the onset of buckling,τ, is the time taken for the volume of fluid

ejected from the shell to equate to the threshold buckling volume,τ = ∆V∗/Q. Combining

the calculated∆V∗ [5] with the expression forQ yields

τ ≈ V0

Q0

√

3(1−ν)

1+ν
h0

R0

(

1− δ
h0

)2

(9.2)

whereQ0 ≡ 4πR2
0Πk/µh0 andk is the shell permeability. For the inhomogeneous micro-

capsules, characterized byδ/h0 ≈ 0.2, we thus expectτ/h2
0 ≈ 0.8µ/kΠ; our experimental

measurements ofτ allow a direct test of this prediction. AboveΠ∗, the data collapse when

τ is rescaled byh2
0, as shown by the filled points in Figure 9.5(e), consistent with our expec-
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tation; moreover, by fitting these data [black line in Figure9.5(e)], we obtain an estimate

for the shell permeability,k≈ 7×10−24 m2.

We use optical microscopy to directly measure the rate at which the microcapsule vol-

ume decreases immediately after the onset of buckling; thisgives an independent measure

of the shell permeability. We estimate the microcapsule permeabilityk by measuring the

change in the radius of a circular indentationr over time, immediately after it is formed

in the shell, as shown in Figure 9.6. We assume the volume of the indentation∆Vcap is

given by that of a spherical cap having radiusr(t). The permeability is then given by

k ≈ µh0d(∆Vcap)/d(∆t)
Π·4πR2

0
. In reality, the edges of the indentation are rounded, with radius of

curvature∼
√

h0R0 ∼ 15µm [317]; we thus expect our estimated∆Vcap to overpredict the

actual∆V, and consequently, we expect to underpredict the shell permeability by a factor

∼ 2. We findk≈ 2×10−24 m2 [Figure 9.6], in good agreement with the fit shown in Figure

9.5(e); this further confirms the validity of Equation 9.2.

To test the applicability of this picture to even more inhomogeneous microcapsules, we

measureτ for microcapsules polymerized at differenttw; these have shells withh0/R0 =

0.017 andδ/h0 ranging from 0.2 up to 0.84. We impose a fixed osmotic pressureΠ ≈ 0.86

MPa> Π∗. We observe thatτ decreases only slightly with increasingtw < 103 s; however,

astw is increased above this value,τ drops precipitously over one order of magnitude, as

shown by the points in Figure 9.5(f). To quantitatively compare these data to Equation 9.2,

we estimate the dependence ofδ/h0 on tw using lubrication theory, applied to the double

emulsion geometry shown in Figure 9.5(a) [318].

Before UV polymerization at timetw, the inner droplet containing 10 wt% PVA has

radiusR0−h0 and the outer droplet containing ETPTA monomer has radiusR0; the shell
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Figure 9.7:Total fraction of microcapsules that ultimately buckle increases with wait
time before polymerization tw, and hence the shell inhomogeneity.Microcapsules have
h0 = 1.2µm andR0 = 70µm, and are buckled atΠ ≈ 0.86 MPa> Π∗.

thickness is thenh(tw) = h0−δ (tw)cosθ . The droplets are collected in 8 wt% or 10 wt%

PVA solution. We note that, for our shells,h0/R0 ≤ 0.1. Moreover, using our experimental

measurements ofδ (tw), we estimate the characteristic translation speed of the inner droplet

as∼ 1 µm day−1; using a characteristic droplet length scale< 100 µm, shell viscosity

µo = 65 mPa s, fluid-fluid surface tension∼ 2.5mN m−1, this corresponds to a Reynolds

numberRe< 10−10 and a capillary numberCa< 10−10. The fluid-fluid interface can thus

be approximated as spherical, and the flow in the shell between the inner and outer droplets

is well described using lubrication theory. We denotex = rθ as the direction along the

shell, wherer is the spherical radial distance measured from the center ofthe inner sphere,

andz is across the shell.

Because both inner and outer droplets are stabilized by 8-10wt% PVA, Marangoni

stresses resist shear stresses at the fluid interfaces; thus, we assume no-slip boundary con-
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ditions on the fluid-fluid interfaces atz = 0 andz = h(θ , tw). The Stokes equation then

yields the velocity distribution:

ux(θ ,z, tw) =
1

2µ(R0−h0)

∂ p
∂θ

z(z−h(θ , tw)) (9.3)

Integrating the continuity equation twice across the gap, with ur = 0 at the outer bound-

ary,ur = Ucosθ at the inner translating boundary, anduθ = ux = 0 at both boundaries, we

find the pressure distribution

p(θ , tw) = p0(tw)− 3µo(R0−h0)
2U

δh2 (9.4)

Balancing forces in thezdirection, 2π
∫ π

θ=0 pn ·ez sinθdθ = Fb, whereFb≡ (4/3)π(R0−

h0)
3∆ρg is the buoyant force on the inner sphere and∆ρ is the difference in density be-

tween the inner and outer spheres (0.08 g/cm3). We complete the integral and substitute

U = ∂δ/∂ tw, and take the limitδ/h0 → 1 [318]; we obtain

1
h0−δ

∂δ
∂ tw

=
Fbh2

0

6πµo(R0−h0)4 =⇒ δ (tw)

h0
= 1 − e

− 2∆ρgh2
0tw

9µo(R0−h0) (9.5)

To test this prediction, we use SEM or confocal microscopy measurements of micro-

capsules with fluorescently-labeled shells to directly measureδ/h0 for microcapsules of

varyingtw. We find good agreement between the two, particularly for largetw, whenδ/h0

precipitously rises to 1, as shown in Figure 9.7. We findδ/h0 → 0.2 astw → 0, in contrast

to the theory; this is to be expected, due to the slight bias inthe inner droplet position as

the double emulsions are formed in the microfluidics device.

We use Equation 9.5 to relate our measurements ofτ to δ/h0. Remarkably, we find

good agreement between our data and Equation 9.2, withk≈ 3.5×10−24 m2, as shown by

the black line in Figure 9.5(f); in particular, this simple picture captures the strong decrease
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in τ at tw ∼ 103 s, with a shell permeability consistent with our independent measurements

[Figure 9.6]. While these results do not rule out other possible functional forms ofτ,

they further suggest that the time delay before the onset of buckling can be understood by

combining shell theory with Darcy’s law for flow through the microcapsule shell, even for

very inhomogeneous shells.

9.4 Shell inhomogeneities guide microcapsule deformations

The shell thickness inhomogeneity may continue to guide thedevelopment of defor-

mations in a microcapsule after it buckles. To explore this possibility, we use optical mi-

croscopy to monitor the evolution of the microcapsule morphologies after the onset of

buckling. Slightly inhomogeneous microcapsules typically buckle through the sudden for-

mation of a single circular indentation. As this indentation grows over time, its perimeter

eventually sharpens into straight ridges connected by 2-3 vertices [283, 291, 319]; this

folding pathway is exemplified by microcapsules polymerized in situ, characterized by

δ/h0 ≈ 0.2, as shown in Figure 9.8(a). This sharpening reflects the unique physics of thin

shells: because it is more difficult to compress the microcapsule shell than it is to bend it,

localizing compressive deformations only along sharp lines and points on the microcap-

sule surface requires less energy than uniformly compressing the shell [257]. Interesting

differences arise for very inhomogeneous microcapsules polymerized aftertw = 1 day, char-

acterized byδ/h0 ≈ 0.84. The initial folding pathway is similar; however, the perimeters

of the indentations formed in these microcapsules sharpen into straight ridges connected

by 4-5 vertices, more than in the slightly inhomogeneous case, as shown in Figure 9.8(b).

Moreover, surprisingly, roughly 30% of the very inhomogeneous microcapsules begin to
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Figure 9.8: Folding pathways for different shell inhomogeneities. (a-c) Optical mi-
croscope images exemplifying buckling atΠ ≈ 0.86 MPa of (a) slightly inhomogeneous
microcapsules polymerizedin situ (tw ≈ 0), with δ/h0 ≈ 0.2, (b-c) very inhomogeneous
microcapsules polymerized after a wait timetw = 1 day, withδ/h0 ≈ 0.84. Very inhomo-
geneous microcapsules buckle through the formation of either (b) one single indentation
or (c) two indentations.∆t is time elapsed after buckling. Scale bars are 35µm. (d-e)
Examples of simulated shells with similar geometries as themicrocapsules shown in (a-c),
for varying fractional volume reduction∆V/V0. Color scale indicates the spatially-varying
shell thickness.

buckle through the formation of one, then two, adjacent indentations, as exemplified in

Figure 9.8(c). The perimeters of these indentations grow over time, eventually meeting,

coalescing, and sharpening into straight ridges connectedby 4-5 vertices [Figure 9.8(c)].

These observations directly demonstrate that the deformations of a microcapsule after it

buckles are sensitive to the shell inhomogeneity.

To gain insight into this behavior, we perform numerical simulations of two differ-

ent shells, a slightly inhomogeneous shell withδ/h0 = 0.20, and a very inhomogeneous

shell with δ/h0 = 0.82, similar to the experimental microcapsules. As the shellvolume

is reduced belowV0−∆V∗, both shells buckle through the formation of a single indenta-

tion centered at the thinnest part of the shell, as shown in the leftmost panels of Figure
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Figure 9.9:Designing lock-and-key colloids.Microcapsules with two or three spherical
interior compartments, schematized in left panels, buckleat “weak spots” (arrows). This
forms shapes with two or three equally-spaced circular indentations after buckling (right
panels). Scale bars are 100µm.

9.8(d-e). As∆V increases, this indentation grows and its edges sharpen. Wefind that the

indentations formed in the very inhomogeneous shells beginto sharpen at smaller∆V/V0,

and ultimately develop more vertices than those formed in more homogeneous shells [Fig-

ure 9.8(d-e)]. These results qualitatively agree with our experimental observations [Figure

9.8(a-c)], further confirming that after the onset of buckling, the folding pathway of a shell

depends on the inhomogeneity. However, in contrast to the experimental microcapsules

[Figure 9.8(c)], we do not systematically observe the formation of adjacent indentations

in the simulations on very inhomogeneous shells. This presents a puzzle requiring further

inquiry.

Our microcapsules may be used to guide colloidal self-assembly; for example, a col-

loidal particle can spontaneously bind to the indentation formed during buckling through

a lock-and-key mechanism [320]. This mechanism is typically applied to a homogeneous

colloidal particle, which buckles through the formation ofa single indentation at a random

position on its surface. We apply our findings to create multiply-indented microcapsules

having two-fold or three-fold symmetry. To do this, we form double emulsions with two or

three inner droplets of radii larger than half the radius of the outer droplet. Consequently,
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the inner droplets pack closely to form dimers or trimers [321], as shown schematically in

Figure 9.9. The double emulsions are then polymerized, forming solid microcapsules with

two or three spherical compartments in their interiors, andtwo or three equally-spaced

“weak spots” in the microcapsule shell [arrows in Figure 9.9]. When exposed to a suffi-

ciently large osmotic pressure, these microcapsules buckle through the formation of multi-

ple, equally-spaced indentations at the weak spots, as shown in Figure 9.9. This approach

is thus a versatile way to create microcapsules of desired symmetries, and extends the range

of structures that can be used for lock-and-key colloidal assembly.

Our results may be applicable to other thin, spherical shells, such as biological cells

[322, 323], pollen grains [285], submersibles [324], chemical storage tanks [325], nuclear

containment shells [325], and even the earth’s crust [326]. Indeed, many of these shells are

inhomogeneous, similar to the microcapsules described here [285, 327, 328, 329, 330].
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Expansion and rupture of pH-responsive

microcapsules

One common way of characterizing the mechanical propertiesof a microcapsule is to

monitor how it responds to forces exerted on its shell. Thesecan be mechanical forces,

externally imposed by poking, squeezing, or uniformly pressurizing the microcapsule, as

described in the previous Chapter [331, 332, 333, 5]. Alternatively, these forces can arise

through physico-chemical modifications to the shell itself, such as charging it; under certain

conditions, the repulsion between the charges on the shell can cause it to deform. Electro-

static forces arise in many applications of soft matter, andconsequently, this approach is

frequently used to induce deformations in a variety of bulk materials [334, 335]. Neverthe-

less, systematic investigations of how electrostatic forces deform microcapsules are scarce

[336, 337, 338]. Thus, despite the prevalence of these forces in many real-world situations,

a full understanding of how they affect microcapsules is lacking.
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In this Chapter9, we study the deformations of spherical microcapsules exposed to a pH

stimulus. We choose NaOH as the stimulus; when exposed to this base, the microcapsule

shells become highly charged. For large NaOH concentrations, the microcapsules expand

isotropically. We find that the extent of the microcapsule expansion can be understood

by coupling electrostatics with shell theory; moreover, the dynamics of this expansion is

well described by Darcy’s law for flow through the porous microcapsule shell. Surpris-

ingly, below a threshold NaOH concentration, the microcapsules begin to disintegrate, and

eventually rupture; they then expand non-uniformly, ultimately forming large, jellyfish-like

structures. Our results thus highlight the rich behavior exhibited by microcapsules under

the influence of electrostatic forces.

We first describe the production of microcapsules composed solely of a pH-responsive

polymer; when exposed to a trigger pH, this shell dissolves at a constant rate, ultimately

releasing the microcapsule contents. In the next section, we describe the production of

hybrid microcapsules with shells composed of a mixture of a pH-responsive and a pH-

unresponsive polymer. These microcapsules do not dissolvewhen exposed to a trigger pH,

but instead, become highly charged. We then use these hybridmicrocapsules to study how

electrostatic forces can be used to deform spherical microcapsules.

9Based on “Expansion and rupture of pH-responsive microcapsules”,S. S. Datta∗, A. Abbaspourrad∗, and
D. A. Weitz, submitted,Materials Horizons(2013) and “Controlling release from pH-responsive microcap-
sules”, A. Abbaspourrad∗, S. S. Datta∗, and D. A. Weitz, submitted,Langmuir(2013) *Equal contribution.
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10.1 Microcapsules composed solely of a pH-responsive

polymer

We use a glass capillary microfluidic device to prepare monodisperse W/O/W double

emulsion drops as templates to form microcapsules [339]. The device consists of two ta-

pered cylindrical capillaries inserted into the opposite ends of a square capillary, whose

inner dimension is slightly larger than the outer diameter of the cylindrical capillaries, as

illustrated by the optical micrograph in Figure 10.1(a). This configuration enables us to ac-

curately align both cylindrical capillaries. We use the left cylindrical capillary to inject the

innermost aqueous phase, a 5 wt% aqueous solution of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) of molec-

ular weight 13,000-23,000, seeded with a small amount of 6 nm-diameter quantum dots for

flow visualization. We treat this capillary with n-octadecyl trimethoxy silane; this renders

its surface hydrophobic, preventing wetting of the aqueousphase on the capillary wall. To

fabricate solid microcapsules, we use a middle oil phase comprised of a 5-15 wt% solu-

tion of an anionic diblock copolymer of methacrylic acid andmethyl methacrylate (PAA-b-

PMMA) in a mixture of 70 vol% chloroform and 30 vol% tetrahydrofuran (THF)[340]. We

inject this oil from the left, forcing it to flow in the same direction as the inner aqueous

phase, through the interstices between the left cylindrical capillary and the square capil-

lary. The outermost aqueous phase is a 10 wt% aqueous solution of PVA containing 15

wt% THF; we inject it from the right, forcing it to flow in the opposite direction, through

the interstices between the right cylindrical capillary and the square capillary. We operate

this hydrodynamic focusing geometry in the dripping regime, causing the inner and middle

phases to break up at the orifice of the right cylindrical capillary; this forms monodisperse
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Figure 10.1:Microcapsules produced using microfluidics.(a) Optical micrograph of a
glass capillary microfluidic device as it produces monodisperse double emulsions. Scale
bar is 250µm. (b) Scanning electron microscope micrograph of monodisperse, uniform,
solid microcapsules formed after evaporation of the solvent from the middle phase of the
double emulsion drops. Scale bar is 100µm.

W/O/W double emulsions, as shown in Figure 10.1(a).

We use the right cylindrical capillary to collect these double emulsion drops; this cap-

illary is treated with 2-(methoxy(polyethyleneoxy)propyl) trimethoxy silane, rendering its

surface hydrophilic and preventing wetting of the middle oil phase on the capillary wall.

After the double emulsion drops are collected, the solvent in the middle oil phase slowly

diffuses into the outer continuous phase; this forces the PAA-b-PMMA to precipitate.

Within one hour, this forms a uniform solid shell of radius≈ 69µm, as exemplified in Fig-

ure 10.1(b). We wash the monodisperse microcapsules thus formed with water, adjusted to

have pH = 6, three times to remove any surfactant from the continuous phase.

The resulting microcapsules stably encapsulate their contents over at least 30 days;

however, when exposed to a basic pH> 7, the polymer chains making up the shells be-

come highly charged and repel each other [340]. This causes the microcapsule shells to

dissolve at a constant rate, starting at their exteriors; after a time delay of several minutes,
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Figure 10.2:pH-triggered release from microcapsules.Optical micrographs showing
the degradation of the 500 nm-thick shell of a microcapsule,leading to the release of an
encapsulated dye starting at 12 min (green; fluorescence micrograph superimposed). The
microcapsules also encapsulate, and subsequently release, polystyrene particles used for
enhanced visualization (grey). Scale bar is 100µm. Time stamp shows time elapsed after
pH is raised to 9.

the shells become fully dissolved, and the microcapsules release their contents, as shown

in Figure 10.2. We expect microcapsules with thicker shellsto take longer to fully dissolve

and ultimately release their contents; thus, to control thetime of release, we exploit the

precise flow control afforded by microfluidics to prepare microcapsules of the same outer

radius, but with different shell thicknesses. We do this by varying the flow rates of the inner

and middle phases,Qi andQm, respectively, while maintaining their sum, and the flow rate

of the outer phase,Qo, at constant values of 1.2 mL/hr and 6.0 mL/hr, respectively. Cru-

cially, the thickness of the middle phase of each double emulsion drop, and consequently,

the thickness of the solid shell formed from it, increases with increasingQm/Qi , as shown

in Figure 10.3(a). To quantify the release kinetics for microcapsules of different shell thick-

nesses, we monitor individual microcapsules using fluorescence microscopy, measuring the

time between initiation of a trigger through exposure to a pH= 9 and the beginning of the

release from their interiors [341]. The time delay increases linearly with increasing shell

thickness, varying from just a minute up to tens of minutes, as shown in Figure 10.3(b);

this is consistent with our expectation.
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By fabricating and mixing varying amounts of different populations of capsules, each

characterized by a different shell thickness, we can precisely control the distribution of

release times over a range spanning one minute to nearly one hour. This enables us to

program sequential release from different microcapsules;to illustrate this, we fabricate

and mix two different populations of microcapsules, havingeither thin 500 nm shells or

thick 4µm shells. We distinguish the two populations by encapsulating a green and a red

dye within the microcapsules having thin and thick shells, respectively [first frame, Figure

10.4]. We increase the pH of the continuous phase to 9, forcing the shells to dissolve.

After two minutes, the microcapsules with thin shells release their contents; in contrast, the

microcapsules with thicker shells continue to stably encapsulate their contents, as shown in

the second and third frames of Figure 10.4. These subsequently release their contents after

thirteen more minutes have passed, as shown in the last two frames of Figure 10.4. These

results demonstrate that varying the microcapsule shell thickness provides a straightforward

means of programming sequential release at different times.

This experimental approach can be used to trigger release ata range of different pH

conditions. To illustrate its generality, we apply the samemicrofluidic device, but use a dif-

ferent middle oil phase; this enables us to prepare microcapsules that release their contents

under acidic conditions. The oil phase is an 8 wt% solution ofa cationic triblock copolymer

of poly-(n-butyl methacrylate-(2-dimethylaminoethyl)-methacrylate-methyl methacrylate)

(DMAEMA-BMA-MMA) in a mixture of 70 vol% chloroform and 30 vol% THF [342].

Similar to the previous case, after the double emulsion drops are formed and collected, the

solvent in the middle oil phase slowly diffuses into the continuous phase; this forces the

polymer to precipitate, forming a uniform solid shell. In contrast to the PAA-b-PMMA
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Figure 10.3:Controlling shell geometry using microfluidics. (a) Ratio of microcapsule
shell thickness to shell radius, measured using scanning electron microscopy, increases
with increasing ratio of middle phase flow rateQm to inner phase flow rateQi . Example
scanning electron micrographs for thin and thick shells areshown in the inset. (b) Time
delay before release begins, quantified using fluorescence microscopy of microcapsules en-
capsulating a fluorescent dye, increases with increasing shell thickness, for shells triggered
at pH = 9; grey line shows linear relationship. Vertical error bars show standard devia-
tion in measured release time, while horizontal error bars show standard deviation in shell
thickness of each batch.

case, however, the DMAEMA-BMA-MMA polymer chains become highly charged only

under acidic conditions; consequently, the microcapsule shells thus formed dissolve and

release their contents only for pH< 6 [343, 344]. We are therefore able to prepare micro-

capsules that very stably encapsulate their contents, and only release them when exposed

to either acidic or basic conditions.

This experimental approach enables us to program the sequential release of different ac-

tives upon exposure to different pH conditions; to illustrate this, we fabricate and mix two

different populations of acid-responsive and base-responsive microcapsules. We distin-

guish the two populations by encapsulating a green dye within the base-responsive PAA-b-

PMMA microcapsules, and a yellow dye, along with 1µm polystyrene particles, within the

acid-responsive DMAEMA-BMA-MMA microcapsules [first frame, Figure 10.5]. Both
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Figure 10.4:Controlling time of release. Optical micrographs showing the release, start-
ing at 2 min, of an encapsulated dye from microcapsules with 500 nm-thick shells (green;
fluorescence micrograph superimposed). A second encapsulated dye is then released, start-
ing at 15 min, from microcapsules with 4µm-thick shells (red; fluorescence micrograph
superimposed). Scale bar is 250µm. Time stamp shows time elapsed after pH is raised to
9.

populations of microcapsules are stable in water adjusted to have pH = 6.5. We then de-

crease the pH of the continuous phase to 5; while the base-responsive microcapsules remain

stable, the acid-responsive microcapsules quickly release their contents, as shown in the

second and third frames of Figure 10.5. We subsequently increase the pH of the continuous

phase to 9; this forces the base-responsive microcapsules to also release their contents, as

shown in the last two frames of Figure 10.5. These observations demonstrate that vary-

ing the microcapsule shell composition provides a straightforward means of programming

sequential release at different pH.

10.2 Hybrid microcapsules

We fabricate monodisperse thin-shelled microcapsules using water-in-oil-in-water (W/O/W)

double emulsion templates prepared by microfluidics [339]. The inner and outer phases are

6 wt % and 10 wt % solutions of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), respectively, while the middle oil

phase is a mixture of a pH-responsive polymer, suspended in tetrahydrofuran (THF), and

another photo-polymerizable pH-unresponsive monomer. Weuse UV light to polymerize
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Figure 10.5:Programmed release at different pH values.Optical micrographs showing
the release of an encapsulated dye only from acid-responsive DMAEMA-BMA-MMA mi-
crocapsules (yellow; fluorescence micrograph superimposed) when the pH is reduced to 5
[second and third frames]. A second encapsulated dye (green; fluorescence micrograph su-
perimposed) and 1µm polystyrene particles (grey) are then released from base-responsive
PAA-b-PMMA microcapsules when the pH is increased to 9 [fourth and fifth frames]. Scale
bar is 500µm. The shells of both types of capsules are 500 nm thick.

the pH-unresponsive monomer as the double emulsions are generatedin situ, forming a

highly cross-linked network around the inner core. This network is a solid characterized by

a Young’s modulusE ≈ 600 MPa [315]; it is impermeable to hydrated Na+ and OH− ions,

but is permeable to water [316, 5]. We then collect the microcapsules in water adjusted to

have pH = 6, and let the THF evaporate; this forces the pH-responsive polymer to precipi-

tate, completing the formation of a solid, hybrid shell [345], schematized in Figure 10.6(a).

We then remove the supernatant, and repeatedly wash the microcapsules with pure water,

to remove any surfactant from the continuous phase.

When exposed to NaOH, the pH-responsive polymer chains at the microcapsule exteri-

ors become highly charged and repel each other; this repulsion is screened by any residual

Na+ or OH− ions. To probe the microcapsule deformations under these conditions, we

immerse them in an aqueous solution withcNaOH = 500 mM, and monitor them using op-

tical microscopy. Strikingly, the hybrid microcapsules quickly become opaque, reflecting

the development of heterogeneities in the shell, and abruptly expand in irregular shapes;

representative optical micrographs of this process are shown in Figure 10.6(b). The micro-
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capsules ultimately expand into spheres, as shown by the last frame of Figure 10.6(b); this

entire process occurs over a timescale of∼ 10 s.

We quantify this behavior by measuring the maximal expansion, γ ≡ (Rf −R0)/R0,

whereR0 andRf are the average initial and final microcapsule radii, respectively. We also

measure the average time taken for the microcapsules to expand into their final spherical

shapes,τ. To elucidate the expansion behavior, we explore even lowervalues ofcNaOH.

Intriguingly, γ increases strongly with decreasingcNaOH, as shown in the upper panel of

Figure 10.7, reaching a value exceeding 1 atcNaOH = 25 mM; the expansion timeτ con-

comitantly increases, but only weakly, as shown by the grey squares in the lower panel of

Figure 10.7. Unexpectedly, atcNaOH = 25 mM, the microcapsules also begin to disinte-

grate, forming fragments of size∼ 1 µm, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 10.6(c). At

even smallercNaOH, the microcapsules first disintegrate, as shown by the first frame of Fig-

ure 10.6(d); this ultimately results in the formation of a hole in each shell after a time delay

τ1 ∼ 10−100 s. The microcapsules then begin to intermittently expand outward, starting at

the hole perimeters, as exemplified by the last three frames of Figure 1(d); the region of the

shell that expands is indicated by the arrow in each frame. This process occurs over a time

periodτ2 ∼ 10−100 s; the expansion then stops, leaving wrinkled jellyfish-like structures,

approximately 300µm in size.

The isotropic expansion at highcNaOH ≥ 25 mM is due to the charging of the micro-

capsule shells; when exposed to NaOH, the pH-responsive polymers at the microcapsule

exteriors become highly charged, leading to a surface charge densityσ . We thus expect

that the repulsion between the charges on each spherically-symmetric shell leads to a force,

directed radially outward, on the shell. We estimate [346] the magnitude of the resultant
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Figure 10.6:Expansion and rupture of microcapsules.(a) Schematic of a hybrid micro-
capsule, showing the thin, solid, spherical shell composedof a pH-unresponsive polymer
and a pH-responsive polymer. The core is a 6 wt% aqueous solution of polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA). The pH-responsive polymer at the surface of the shellbecomes charged when ex-
posed to NaOH in the continuous phase. First frame of (b) shows an optical micrograph
of a hybrid microcapsule after it is collected. Subsequent frames in (b), (c), and (d) show
the expansion of the microcapsule when exposed to differentNaOH concentrations. (c)
At cNaOH = 25 mM, the shell begins to disintegrate, as indicated by the arrows in the last
frame. (d) For lowercNaOH < 25 mM, the shell first disintegrates, as indicated by the arrow
in the first frame, then ruptures through the formation of a hole, shown in the second frame,
then expands into a wrinkled jellyfish-like structure, shown in the last two frames. Scale
bars indicate 100µm.
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electrostatic pressure aspe≈σ2κ−1/εε0R, whereε ≈ 80 is the dielectric constant of water,

ε0 is the permittivity of free space,R is the time-dependent radius of the spherical micro-

capsule,κ−1 is the length over which the repulsive interactions are screened. The quantity

of NaOH required to fully charge the shell is small; consequently, the excess Na+ and OH−

ions, which screen the surface charges on the shell, have a concentration≈ cNaOH, and thus

κ−1 = A/
√

cNaOH, with A≡ 0.304 nm·M1/2 [347]. As the microcapsule expands isotrop-

ically, a tensile stress builds up within its shell; this resists the expansion. We use shell

theory to estimate this stress,pm = Eh(1/R0−1/R), whereh≈ 3 µm is the average shell

thickness, measured using scanning electron microscopy [317]. We thus expect that the

microcapsules expand until the electrostatic pressure andtensile stress balance each other;

this yields a maximal expansion strainγ = σ2A/Eεε0h
√

cNaOH. We test this prediction

using our measurements ofγ. We findγ ∼ c−1/2
NaOH, as shown by the line in the top panel of

Figure 10.7, consistent with the theoretical prediction; fitting the experimental data yields

an estimate ofσ ≈ 300e/nm2, wheree is the charge of an electron. These results suggest

that the microcapsule expansion can be understood by coupling electrostatics with shell

theory.

Within this picture, the Na+ and OH− ions screen the repulsion between the charges on

the microcapsule shells. As an additional test of this idea,we expose the microcapsules to a

25 mM NaOH solution, also containing 500 mM NaCl; we expect the Na+ and Cl− ions to

similarly screen the repulsion between the charges on the microcapsule shells. Consistent

with our expectation, the microcapsules do not disintegrate, unlike microcapsules exposed

to only 25 mM NaOH. Instead, they expand slightly, reaching amaximal expansion strain

γ ≈ 0.4, much smaller than that expected forcNaOH. This value of the strain is instead
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comparable to that expected forcNaOH = 525 mM, as shown by the line in the top panel of

Figure 10.7, thus confirming the validity of our picture.

The microcapsules expand to their maximal size over a time period τ. We hypothe-

size that this behavior reflects the dynamics of the fluid flow into the microcapsule cores,

through their porous shells, as they expand [5]. We estimate this inflow rate using Darcy’s

law, pe− pm = µhṘ/3k, whereµ ≈ 1 mPa· s is the viscosity of water andk is the shell

permeability; this yields a characteristic expansion timeτ = µR2
0(1+ γ)/3Ek. We use our

measurements ofτ, as well as the fit to the measurements ofγ shown in the top panel of

Figure 10.7, to directly test this prediction. We find excellent agreement between the data

and the theoretical prediction, as shown by the solid line inthe bottom panel of Figure

10.7; fitting the experimental data yields a shell permeability k ≈ 10−21 m2. The agree-

ment between the data and the theoretical prediction thus suggests that the dynamics of the

microcapsule expansion can be understood using Darcy’s law.

As cNaOH decreases, the screening lengthκ−1 increases; consequently, the stress in the

microcapsule shell increases, ultimately reachingpm = pe ≈ 10 MPa atcNaOH = 25 mM.

For even smallercNaOH, the microcapsules begin to disintegrate into∼ 1 µm fragments,

and eventually rupture. We hypothesize that, under these conditions, the stress that builds

up in the shell exceeds the stress required to fracture it. Totest this hypothesis, we estimate

the fracture stress [348] using the Griffith criterion,
√

2EGc/πa≈ 6−20 MPa, whereGc ∼

0.1−1 J/m2 is the surface energy per unit area of the shell material anda ≈ 1 µm is the

characteristic size of a shell fragment, measured using optical microscopy. Interestingly,

this value is in good agreement with our estimate of the maximal stress that develops in the

shell,pm≈ 10 MPa, suggesting that the observed disintegration atcNaOH≤ 25 mM reflects
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Figure 10.7:Geometry and dynamics of microcapsule expansion.(Top Panel) Maximal
expansion strain of spherical microcapsules exposed to different NaOH concentrations; line
shows theoretical prediction described in the text, withσ ≈ 300e/nm2, wheree is the ele-
mentary charge. (Bottom Panel) Grey squares show time takenfor spherical microcapsules
to fully expand; line shows theoretical fit described in the text. Blue triangles and red cir-
cles the time period over which the shell disintegrates before a hole forms in it,τ1, and the
time period over which the shell subsequently expands into ajellyfish-like structure,τ2,
respectively, forcNaOH < 25 mM.
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the fracturing of the microcapsule shell.

Finally, we monitor the dynamics of the disintegration, rupture, and subsequent expan-

sion of the microcapsule shell that occurs atcNaOH < 25 mM. Intriguingly, both the time

period over which the shell fractures before a hole forms in it, τ1, and the time period over

which the shell subsequently expands into a jellyfish-like structure,τ2, both increase with

decreasingcNaOH, as shown by the blue triangles and red circles in Figure 10.7, respec-

tively. A complete understanding of these dynamics remainsa puzzle requiring further

inquiry.

Our work highlights the fascinating range of structures exhibited by pH-responsive mi-

crocapsules, driven by the interplay between electrostatic and mechanical forces. Intrigu-

ingly, many of these structures are reminiscent of structures, also induced by electrostatic

effects, that are often observed in other soft matter systems, such as viruses [346, 349, 350]

and red blood cells [351].
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